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"T H E I N T E R P R E T A T I O N 
0 F 
PLATO'S 'TIMAEU`S'." 
It is a he al thy at ul e of the b e st modern P 1 at o nic 
exegesis that it soks to obtain a really historical 
and objective ualerstanding of Plato's thouglit by 
ref erenc e to the oar ly tradition, s o far as this can 
be recovered from the critique of Aristotle and from 
the explanatory c omme nt ari es of ant iciu it y. The object 
of this thesis is to try, following the sad() plan, to 
su:)pleMent th:.) original text of vJhat is perhaps Plato's 
most di f fi cult d ia logue , the "T ima eu s ", by hi eans of an 
examination in particular of Proclus' Co:ii.mntary and. 
of th "de Anihoe Procreatione in Platonis Timaeo" and 
the "Q,uaestionos Platonicae" of Plutarch. The true 
value of the Commen-ary of Proclus has been in the 
past obscurad by his unfortunate idn fiy:e that the 
"Timaeus" i to be read and intrpireted in the lis.ht 
of the "Chaldaic Oracles" a.al the "Orphic Poems", by 
which the lieo-Platonists attaupted to secure divine 
authority for their teaching. Apar t fro-m myEt ical 
extravagances, however, 2:0D. ClUSI Co,.entary and. his own 
exposition contain. much that is both a20::estive and 
instructive, and, though i o not orofess to offer a 
new interpretation of the "Timaeus", I hope to be able 
to bring out something of the real -ciorth of ProclusT 
more or less neglected Aork. 
The plan 1 propose to follow is tc., sEj. 
-ror separate caci-Lent and d iscussi on the most important 
g.enaral topics aiad problems a:i_sin;:; out of the, "Timaeus" 
and deter...ining its interpretation. -.1r this pur-)ose 
I thoutc3ht it *bast to reserve a special c;Lapter for a 
fairly de tailed out line of the se nc ral a rsument of the 
discourse of Timaeus, and to add bracketed notes in 
confirmat ion and elucidation. 
t.f.he text in Proclus is that of 
Diehl, and, reforances are to the *boo]..-s of his 
edition, and not to the five books of the actual 
(Johimen tar y. in Plutarch, i. have used the '2eubner 
Edition of the "Moralia" uy Bornardakis. I was 
..cmittc-.,,d by Professor Taylor to read some of the 
proofs his Comm3ntary on the "Til-daeus", and, thoush 
I do not .:no v4 ..4hother this work has yet been :published 
or not, I have taken the liberty of referring to it 
fratduently. 
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L r -a t , _ The Inve Ili 
'2he °UST' 3 for nany rcor± a s 1 ar Plat 0?iic 
"d. ialoLue" . apart from it s int r odu ct ion, in f,,->rm it is 
really no t a dialozue at all, but a xlonolocue or continuous 
s.c our s o- 1e1ivered by ono man , and i is the only 13 at onju 
0 rit: WhliCh 'is t:en up w it h t- he ad van (3 e.aent of a ae ta i 1 ed 
- - - 
cosmolo_ical scheme. In adyition to physical doctrine, 
it elabract,:s within it s scope '31; ecu at ions a ls o on 
e taphys ic s and ethics, physi o 1 o and t he rap o t ic s , 
pat holo3'y and psychophic s. UJhe h o lo i la e is a 
curious aiixture o iliaL'iriat ion an1 reason, and oris ties 
th aebatablE,-, point s. So far from profs -22 in' to be an 
accurate t reatneia o f it s subject , it claims to be nothin 
more tbaìi a " ta e" (ita eoS ) , al thouzia a '1iku ly" ( Ei 14 S ) 
011E). It c ontains UOi it is a priori rid nc i fu , so 
that it is d ficu lt o iosrLin e 'boy oild dispute what i 
merely "D ic tung" and what i oant as "Viah.rheit " , to 
d. is t in3.uish betw eon pictorial smbellish.iient an d serious 
phi lo s ()play. 
he :re - are thus t o fill'? dame nt al ciu 0 st ions 
A h ic h suo st t he -ms e lye s and on which any interpretation 
o f .the ial o s'ue mu.2.11-, tarn, viz . , (i) }low much of the 
I.' 
exp (-.)siti on is LOctrin? How much is put forward. d /of 
AueoAoyfxs, and ho c ¿f cre (05)(7s ? . ( 2 ) I ;-.2: it PiatoTs 
doctri ne? If not, whose is it , and o what axte nt , 
if aay, nay e suppose Plat o hillself to be in afreement with it? 
At this stage I must more or less content 
myself wi th siip1y ta t LI-IL; the t 'A o probloms , but it 
will be convenient to make some general observations 
about the Platonic dialogues and their interpretation. 
row it is plain that the dialogues of 'Plato 
can only be rightly read in the light o the pur-2ose 
for 4iiich w ere writ ten. Mir; is the °cep7 from 
which any -proper estimation of the dialogues must start, 
ana in this conne:T.ion I may be permit ted to sunimarize 
under four '.ads the nu bstanding arguments o Professors 
Burnet and r2aylor. (1) he dialogues of Plato are 
remarkable in that their "dramatis pJrsonae" are not 
iictitious figures, like those -.tor instance in the 
dialogues of Hume, but aro generally W e 1 1-known. named 
historical persons of whom accounts have come down to us, 
men whom w e know to have figured. red in t he to1itica1 and 
intellectual life o-i' Zithons during the generation of 
Socrates and that of :Plato - e.g. the to famous Sophists 
Gorgias and Protai;oras, the .i.iristics ii;uthyde,mus and 
Dionysodorus, the young mathematician .111-1,eactetus, above 
all, Socrates himself. inlaeus, the eponym of our own 
dialogue was, despite i.. ilivaud's denial, a fifth- 
2,entury Pythagorean - a fact which is not only testified 
by a unanimous tradition but is corrobDrated by the whole 
character of the cosmology put into his mouth. Is it 
_3_ 
then. likely that Plato made tt:le various interlocutors 
of his dia logues speak, riot in a. manner demanded by 
their historical characters, but as he himself wanted 
them to speak? Are we to suppose that he deliberately 
outraged historical truth and. took unpardonable libea:.ties 
by ±athorincj on two of his characters in particular, 
Socrates and. .2iiiiaeus, Viet/US and. theories oZ his own? 
significant fact is that there are only two anonymous 
speakers in the diallcues - the "visitor from Elea" in 
the 'Sophist" and the "Politicus", and the Athenian 
legislator of the "Laws", and it is reasonable to infer 
that Plato purposely eia.de use of this literary device to 
allow himself perfect freedom in the expression of the . 
specifically logical and juristic hatter with which the 
two speakers respectively deal. In short, we must not - 
lose sight of the fact that Plato was a consua-d.c,iate 
dramatist, and that his productions are in a real sense 
philosophical draelas. ( 2) It seems clear that Plat o 
did not intend his dialogues to serve as a systematic 
body of knowledge from the fact that Aristotle, his most 
famous disciple, speaks at "Physics" 203a 6, 209 b 25, of 
certain reo r ttg 0 r yrotTel or "an;eritten teachin'Es" in a 
manner which implies that these enunciations embodied 
Plato' s own crystallized thought . These tx yea dx ¿oyM*fT 
probably mean in particular Plato's famous lectures ref 
1- 
dyoCOOZ of which notes were taken and published by 
Aristotle and at least four othel-. auditors- Spettsippus, 
ewe dr 
Xenocrate s, Histiaeus, and lieracliâes of ': ntas (cf, 
Aristotle's fragments, Rose p.2.1:1). Plato was eviJently 
a lecturer before he ruas an author, and a director of 
research before he was a lecturer. ÿhe Academy, and 
not the dialogues, constituted his life -work. Nie took 
caro, as his master did before him., never to confuse 
"education's _th "informat ions'; for him "learning" meant 
not the passive absorption of ascertained facts, but 
active enJ'agement in original research. .'he Seventh 
iipi t le ( 4ild) gives as his flat disavowal of any 
intention or even ability to articulate his thought into 
a definite 'written "system ". That Plato could never have 
composed an eduúac i :n l coaivendiuiii is just the most 
cogent argument against the authentieity of "Alcibiades I" 
as a 4ork written by Plato himself. (3) Probably using 
as this authority the 6(7egoc di/4o(re referred to, 
Aristotle at "ivieta physics" A.6 gives an account of mn 
esoteric Platonic "doctrine" ( 7rtocy,tterf 'a ) 'Nhich is 
much Iílore d.efini te,arul indeed different from anything 
we can extract frbrn the dia .logues. ''he do t nes :a , is h 
this account su uiarizes .ûtast have been taught by Plato at 
least as early as 367, the date of Aristotle's adanission 
to the Academy, tw enty years before Plato's death, since 
Aristotle knows no 'Ghing of any volte -face in Plato's 
teaching. (') Philological and styloauetric enquiries 
conducted during the last fifty years make it reasonably 
certain that a broad line of demarcation is to be drawn in 
-J- 
Plato's literary activity between an earlier series 
of dialogues culminating in the "Republic" and a later 
series composed between 367 and 347 and consisting of 
the "'ihccactetus'", "Pariilenl.des", "Sophist", "Pol..itl.cus", 
u naeus ", "Philebu s ", and. "Laws ". The first series 
reflect a more or less homogeneous and consistent bony of 
thou ht, they present real conversations and it is l)1c:in 
from the central place givon to Socrates that Plato, 
like other "viri Socratici" such as Xenophon and Antisthenes, 
is here seeing to furnish a faith:Lul_ portrait of his 
piaster. The later dialogues, hor.evor, are characterized 
by a tendency to continuous and philosophical exposition; 
the dialogue ceases to be a colloquy and becomes a 
disquisition. In i:eeping with this tendency is Plato's 
avoidance oí' the earlier Lrar_iatic iothod of indirectly 
reported narrative for that of directly enacted dialo gue. 
As the earlier dialogues wore intended to serve as aide - 
Liciuloire s or ,.,eiiloranda o i the Socratic "conversations'', so, 
it would appear, these later dialogues were primarily 
intended to interest the intelligentsia of cultivated 
readers and to initiate them into philosophy. 211(,y 
certainly do not reproduce Plato's teaching to his personal 
associates in the zicademy, since we cannot elicit from 
there those points of doctrine v hick Aristotle in the 
i r 
"i {iotaphysics" represents as /04 It % dTwvoS . 
In view of these considerations, I think 
we can hardly fail to agree with the position of Professors 
-6- 
Burnet and 2aylor, that it is quite impos'sible to 
construct from the dialogues of Plato any coherent and 
systamatic "Vade Lecum" oi the Platonic "phi1esoptly7. It 
is wrong in prinoile to suppose that all the various 
parts of the Platonic corpus can be connected organically 
into a clearly articulated "catalogue raison4". In 
interpreting the "2iaaeus", therefore, it folloas (1) 
that it would be quite illegitimate to reard '2imaeus 
simply as Plato' s veo f (Irv., and ( 2) that it a ould be 
o,ually inadmissible to try to Quadrate thJ thouelt of 
this dialogue aith that of others, as lircher-Hind does, so 
as to exhibit the "2imaeus" asua master-key, whereby alone 
.de may enter into Plato's secret chambers" (ircher-Hind's 
lntroduction,p.2). 211e ":2imaeus" is no "Oyan 
Sesame" to Platonism, and is not intended to convey any of 
the distinctively Platonic doctrines of which Lristotle 
t3lls us. 
Does this, then, warrant the assumption 
that the "2.i-laous" is simply a reproduction of doctrine to 
Which DLit° hisif as indifferent? I do not think it 
does. It is hard-V concaivable that Plato ever contented 
himself, ,;ven in the earlier aorks, aith the bare task of 
simly recording the thought of others, and that he did not 
interblend in some degree at lease observations of his on 
Jith earlier speculations aith which he felt sympathetic 
and which may Have influenced the direction ahich his own 
distinctive doctrine took. Plato's relation to the "12imaeus" 
-7- 
can hardly be that of impassive reporter and no more. 
he earliest tradition, uith the possible exception of 
Aristotle, seas to have assumed without Luesti.on that 
the 11r2imaeus" aaboi(;s Platonic thought. arantor, 
9 I 
4f; -ire ToS ((A aTAIVIDS *y 71 S ( Proclus , Diehl 1.76.1) 
and a ,,;)opii of Xonocrates, evidently thought that it as 
Plato he was expounding Ahen ho wro be his virofivyrtAroc 
or Coaentaries on the dial ogu.. Xenocrates hims.elf saacas 
to have based a treatise on part of the dialogue, viz., the 
Wef mentioned by piogenes Lae]:tius 1V13. iven 
ristotle irecIuently refers to the dialo&ue by means of the 
expression "Plato in the '_iimaaus" or by the 3ord "Plato" 
0 11 f 
alone - e. . 10723-22de Anima 
f 
" 
f-7 oTen.o.5 b 24, 332a29. Later tradition appears to have 
regarded the dialogue as the very centre of Platonism. 
Proclus (Diehl 1.13.11) records approvingly the stateaant 
of Iamblichus tha t be tw can them the "Parmenid es" and the 
1imaeus" embody the Aho1 E3 Platonic philoso'pllyabout the 
Tomme scibile ", the iormer laji.n.< more stress on intelligible, 
the latter on concrete existences. Plutarch devotes more 
I 
than one 1 if Trtt to the problems arising from the dialogue, 
N n 9 I I 
and wrote a complote essay Teter 71 s f v TM., IIIV iivxoyovres. 
jiC620 translated the work into Latin, AAhile much of Plotinus' 
"Enneads", the fourth -nnead" in particular, is largely a 
recension or rechauffe of the "r.eimaeas" . in his references 
to the dialogue, Plotinus ..; _- LL 21at0 - 
1.7, 7.1, 9.2. I1T.3.22,22. 
V. 1. L3 9 .9 VI 2 .1. 3uch unanimity aaongst the .:Jri tors 
o± ant i ,;_n it y as to the ha c ter of the. dia1oue and i b 
Lapp]: anc o in Plat o T s thought, v1ti1e fro:a the considerations 
already adduced it ehou1d. not lead us to look upcn the 
imaeus" as a sort of. "passe-partout" to Platonism", at 
least just iZies our keeping an oi,)en on the 
of Plato' s asr :)edent itia the -Ltain pOsiti On and general 
spirit 0 the dia1oue. _ 
:2,:I.411) I I . 
Ixltr.oduction of 
I. The Persunnela_d i.)rúïiìat iG Situat ion. The personnel 
of the "'.ï'i1ilaeus'r cons__ -its of Socrates, T im Qeus, Jri t ias, 
and Herizlocrat es, Proclus assumes ithout ue st ion throuohout 
that .2i1lì::ceus Aas a Pythagorean ( cf,Diehl 1.71.19, 204.3, 
237.5, 11I.163r8), so that this was clearly the acc,pted 
tradition. tie records the "universal agreement" ( op oioYFei T«r 
. 
v -Troy( that Plato had at hand the treatise of 
-_;eruan J2ililaeus (I.'7.17) , at I. l3.l2. that 
this is the 2i1ilaeu s of our dialosue. Sit I.223.5 he comments 
on the sustained and didactic character of ïirilaeus' discourse 
in contrast with Socrates' i:úthod of el::citing the truth by 
dialctical exalllina tion of the, opinions of others, and this, 
he says, proves of itself b.hat "TimaeU.ti is a Pythagorean and 
that he is keeping to the form used by the Pythagoreans in 
their dis cussions'. The tradition is sho n to be right by 
Plato' s ovan description of at 20a as one oho had 
ctistin;aishüd himself th in office, and in philosophy 
. . at the Italian Locris and the further description of him 
at 27a as expert in astronomy and mtural science; the 
character of his "Naturphilosophie" enables us , as Professor 
Taylor has conclusively shown in his üoï:ìent2:f y, to specify 
still further that he ToJas a fifth-century Pythagorean of the 
sa_ie type as PhilolaulBurn:.t, "Early Greek. Philosophy" 
III. 278.9). That Plato does not explicitly y describe him 
as a Pythagorean is in Lee-pins oith the habitual care he 
-1C)- 
elsewhere ta :es to refer bo Pythagoras or the Pythagoreans 
only in veiled and covert language. Thus it is to the 
:Pythagorean order that Plato alludes at tTí,Torgias" 507.8 
when ile mentions "the sages" w ho hold that "reciprocity" 
( iK' orvrwvroc) is the basis of all moral and physical order; 
aal again When at Tentions some "Sicilian or 
Italian wise man", it is probably to Philolaus or some such 
Pythagorean rather than to Eiìpedocles that he is referring 
(this passage, is also VJ0rthy of notice for its significant 
coupling of TTiSieiliúnTT and "Italian", since the amalgamation 
of Pythagorean .iìather:atics and the views of the i3icilian 
Medical School was just what Phil olau s sought to do). The 
9 n tr dc.)Y OrAol whose absolute dualistic severance of real 
tTbein `T and illusory "becoming" is discussed and criticized 
at TrSophiti,t" 245 . e-f. probably -mean certain Pythagoreans, 
as Professor Jai,ipbell first supposed; and. it is certainly 
Pythagoras who corresponds to the "Prometheus" spoken of 
at T'PhilebusTT as having revealed. to mankind the 
distinction bs,,tween ?riffs and a(4rFre is- 
Jri tias, as Professor Burnet proves, cannot 
be the vrit ias who pla; ed a proliìinvnt part in the 
oligarchical -ù-su-,y)o.t ion. of 4Ü-3 but is the grandsat her 
of this Critias and P?atoT own matornal great-grandfather. 
l'he detested iribias. ó-a-aJv reeec<ovrac s no TTi)::rsona grata" 
to .i_Uhoïlian memory and to name a dialogue after him wou.ld 
certainly have been a serious "faux pasTT on Plato's part. 
Slm lla r1y w C cannot agree that rorìocrates is the äìan 
uoT rnaTO aT.I q.To run000n TA-pbAT S p-[nat?s sne 40..T01.-0,7:011/0 
`pasodo.za7 sT aTTnuT.zroop aTTr srToT..eToT3 ap ow, 
pooS 07377 or PS TTT TMIT) GU T; al-E; dtt; sueursoqn4s Tin-3 AT cIS oTTud 
7 To uoT Tí'.tguo0 Md nu, aTOTq4 SpueTTT O2J.Ti4 2IT,T O;TT I :To 
tTonoq: at} r o, mg. oT5_ sTTX aATS oq. .g`'TITqn sTtT sq.snT rszp q_nq 
` O 0 T la r uT c _n.Z 1 liu O v R T C) c. . _n Te c L7 0 l o T -( Yl o f'_ s 2 rnT O o C' Y }- t `- . C. ír] 
' ( qog ) u L e`?nTôS 2uTI: i-trJnS, fq ,uoSn OT To qsLOTca LT.Zt1q.oa n 
txrTm sarnTOos' LTnS8T o Ç paasST; pal saaTqq,o -.114 `TTC1TuSOT 
sTtT aTTnTv^^.:ï oq. pun li OTTgnGTC7;, 2T uT p2p.T0O2T tToT rt;S,T OLu OO 
GU, q. TI7ST8d tT;J.nCiT GLI q, pun s2otnx2ouTJ.OTT `SnT.r4T?`¡} 5`nr,T'rT? 
a. pa;nGda.z pn- sGrnTOOs f_np snoTAaTd: OTär up NTiT9,. ST 
n 2 P , T p OTT, r T c 2 u z u a c i a au, q. n U O Ç S at; T. 
(' qT' I'So ";02 61'1 sn T o o.7 J ) 
O Ou2 SC(n STU TQT n2 oT o CTc , s11onTTrT T; suT ;T d X^ T!"' ^T t fll ` S OqnT O os 
0 q. . ; a Su evC ..r s Ci ` ú L l G' G l.'.rZ T C Z ` w7 t ! 3r; G o t4.0 a w`.+ VL n G E.i 4 van, ` Ì T s L L tl T q. q. 7 
To uoTgSO'"52n:; LTTTr*: .`.-'ulaaJ°t uZ 211SZa ijqeqc).TC3 SZ ` f 04'cÎ.a 
LM Sì!8q.gno:T:(T, ST;t>T '_f.T Wc-fr °a ) IO ID lq , 
2psTT.r sc.T"c1rOc)[!uOO SnQT_.71315. STTOT`4u^tTTr rtw. snT2C)Ta Tun _gn..` J!. 
2T g TS soGTuT ís T r } 
. 
T q T T 
. n oT.Tr > ` T áuZ r02 TF! al r .1.r L 52,LTT J.e ea_ Ch3 tTrO.Zx 
SSaïZLZT .gct prruall.áJ.(. uJvCt pFu, LebZ) u,Tn2T 2f'! `uoSTáC7 T-TqTnoT 
q.noT:1.`f-t1 oat; q. Ao/tMJGa1t.. A0AM)1 r SS oZ J0 2J.0T7 SuT"CT'rOJ. 
/ 1 
Ott C_Tge^: uosn a.z o-'tTr sT r4g1.1Cp cu sTLT TIZZI; aTo,Tog ZZTt4s 
`aB.veO STtT T4Tm. rStT?rOvTC7 ;;Q utn-,T.7 nT.TTloR sT s ..1.otrzTOl1 
`S JL?aT.,Tc CiXB pLTG .-3uTtT.re r [ To utiT: pio v 4oq. `sr ssT4T Tn pae 
snanTTzT; , uaz 4o npo.T rut rq r r.rz paZZdi?rT RT,xn uTo 
ST rT Toj .2T ,7-qTx7 `uoT 4TpOdä:'7 uGTTTOTS umtU.2T?47 
0114 uT.znp SOJ OT unSY1OnJ,fiç DTI. TO 1 r-5J. 8iI25.3 SP, PA ©t{M 
-TT_ 
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of the 'aorld and thus brins to birth in theory the men 
whom Socrates had trained, i1e Critias is to (1913:Lot 
them as livinz; and active in practice by narrat -:That 
is claimecl to be an ancient legend. preservir.c d.etails oí 
the constitutionand achievements of pre-historic ,z.thens and. 
by directin atteni;ion to the similarity of its institutions 
to thoe ai Socrates' t4ot.AAr 1 molt's Thais the three dialogues 
"Republic", imaeus" and. " Or it ia s" are ex-11., essly connec tea 
to3ath'er, thouL;h lo3ically, of course, the order should be 
"l'imaeus", %ritias", Proclus remar-ts upon 
this a.nomalous position of the "'.2imaeus" in the trilogy at 
I.200.4f. .rhy, he asks, does not the "Timaeus" precede the 
r "epublic", since its theme is the yfvf-(rrS or beginiain, of 
mankind. art y&-v(ills is prior to -rfor7r ? Proclusl ()yin ansJer 
is that ,,vith the analysis of moral and. not of physical 
values that Socrates is concerned. and that in treating of 
man' s tra ining and education he is con.;.-Aderirc the universal, 
so that in rational (10 i) though not in natural order 
Ki(rel ,If(r, ) , the "-I.c.,,public" right. 1.y takes st piace. 
loor though the "-Republic" ay be inferior to the "ilmaeus" 
in that its theme is ,dore partial, yrst in point of treatment 
of the unive2aal it is superior. For the same conditions 
give .-us pr=11.,-,11,7 justice Qiikatfocfvv7\; soul, a (.4 - 
cons -.bitu t ion ( 7r0A cr-t-F0( ) in a city, and or worianship 
(f7p F 0 fOC ) in a t_ r ( 201.10). Indeed, in the 
"Republic" itself the citizens are first duly trained and 
eduJated in the various preliminary pursuits of 1-3 
-13- 
w 
be fore they are L,,.110 Jed to study Tic ovrac from VI hi oh 
again they descend. to take their part in active life. 
2he Recapitulation of R2.1?2:b15.9I -V. At the r aque st 
o:i T.imaeusJ, Socrates first of all refreshes the nomories of 
his, companions pa i by again recountin:-,: in brief ( At drofS 
r0rAW C v e CF-7v ma-) the conversation held at r 
'house of Polemarchu.s. tie gives a short resume of the 
political and sociological institutions which fors 
mater of the first five bookS' q the "Republic" - the 
division of society into artisans aal .s.uardians acco rding 
to the econahlic formula "one man, one trade", the developm-ent 
of the psychological elements of Spirit and Love of E.noJledge 
in the. guardians by means of EgIiinastic, music and such 
studies, the abolition of private interests, the admission 
of women to the employments of men, and the, control of 
marriage on euGenic lines. IT() mention is made by Socrates 
o1 the metaphysical teaching of the "Republic" and it is 
s ome s ;7,111)1)0 sea , 'lore-for o that the "2Laaeas ". is 
intended to reflect an ontoloical doctrine improving on 
or replacing t hat oí the "Re,puolic" . But the true 
explanation is clearly the simple one that in recapitu.lating 
the conver ation Socrates' object is not to expound 
metaphysics but only to descrioa the con:titution of the 
perfect coion-,1:alth, IA hat he wants partiallarLT, as he 
himself says (19 .b,c.), is a representation of his ideal 
city acting in accordance with its structure, and its 
structure is therefore all he has occasion to describe. 
The same consideraticin explains the fact that, in 
, , describing the Troy, r of the rvAo-& at 18a, Socrates 
makes no reference to their training in "L;eometrical 
c I investiations and the kindred arts" ( xi Ifwjtif-rerott -r-F- 
. e f 
K.(' otr -r(v ri s ce c q- A e i rf pit, Li, op . VI . 511 ) - Arithmet ic , 
Plane and Solid Li J u Iii u 1. y , Astronomy, liarmonics - and in 
)ialt3ctic, the effyxes or copin-stone" of the sciences. 
as Professor l'aylor remarks, the scientific eaucation 
prescribed or the lerokomus in L.,le "Republic" uould hardly 
have ouen feasible in the pre-historic zthans in ohich 
Jritias finds bhe concrete embodiment of Socrates' 
:oolit;ical ideals. Gomperz ("G-reale .2i:tinkers", iting.'.2rans. 
D.203) interprets Socrates' silence, in a similar manner. 
'2hat Plato had not abandoned his conception of the 
L42 ortanca of the various special ma tiy/A.cro. as a training 
for s ta tesmanship and o f theircomprehensi on under the all- 
controlling science of 'Dialectic is clear from "Laws" XII, 
where in discussing the education of the su-preme "nocturnal 
council", the Athenian legislator insists that the members 
z.uFt be thoroughly scientific mathematicians and astronomers 
(66 f.). The ",,Jpi]-.omis" also is devoted to the discussion 
of the Cry fie( of the true sta. s.c.i.an and. in a similar r;'piri t 
lays stress on the importance of astronom based on a 
scientific arithmJtic and croTined by a synolAic insight into 
the fundantal unity pervading and conllectin,::: the whole 
sphere of knol,a edge. 
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e 
P20 C1112 discusses thiEl 7r" oc V e ffe S Tee 
roArrt-fstS at leith (Dichl I. 29.31 - 75.23). One party 
inL;erpreters, he t,ells us, bo this part the 
ilosuo an especially ethical significano, und,erstaliding 
ib o .,1.o t hat before en..agin.Q in physical spe cu lat ion one 
must first learn rc,,,culation of character. Lnother party 
reL.ards c!suilief Eancl t He talo of lant is which s 
as a preliminary picture, by meanP, of L .-i.ages f-rNoVri(14S ) 
and symbols ( 1-11/uPo fxas) , of the creation 70cl strucbur e 
of tl-R:) universe, in accordance 7dt:a tile Pythagorean custom 
of prefacing scientific exposition with relevant similes 
ana ±1ltstrations (0.4, Hare t'rle reference is 
clearly to Pc2phyry and his disciple Iamblichus respectively, 
or (a) at 19.24 we are t old t ilat at almost every point 
Porphyry inborpreo t he introLuotion in a m 0 re sociaj vein 
( -web T iKe-Prft4n1 Iaiib1ichas in a more physical ( v 4tfr FMTF-coV) 9 
and an 11.11ustration of their cliffer(,,,n1; points of vi is 
given at .11(5.27-117.20, and (b) at 202.3 the first way of 
looking- at the re,sume is expressly ascribed to Porphyry. It 
is Iamblichusr interpretation that ProcluFl -±tvourP. 
ìO1 .3 (Ualogue, 11::, says, is physical in character throughout, 
thaugh the form vari:)s in different places, and the 
recapitulation of th ,3 "ipublic" gives us as it were a bird's- 
eye view oi t he arra.n gem ent ( crto( ff,ti er art ) of t he universe 
(54.27). It is simply a jpanoraiiiio adumbrabion of 
/4" V ell A4I 1!)( Cyr p( ( 72.19 ) , and Proclus is therefor e at 
considerable pains to draw attention to various fantastic 
ei-eq orTiq 7o strecT fremor acITS aqq. 17q poqoeTTn os SVm pur 
iloTT(Inu TTl uT 11-9uToToT4(5f27 ao7 PeinoTT)T-T ueog Pgq ofleia 
rE9/4 42sia0.4), 114) sq.or; 2.0 OTOTTIO.TT-TO exec{ .e fT,(-17.T.T.Ts. oq of.1 
Ol 
a 
GULOr peaepTsuoo .109,Ita.TO ) GAT ety1 j0 esocTancT 
pUe fOrTOT4TieT,T411V GL I4 aTTP.T,70,7: STIOTTITCTO STIOTJ.VA eu,4 ,T0 paooea 
PeTTnq-eP e sn SGAT.7 Gi¡" pur. 02'g I) uoTssnosrP s4T oq 
s?-ad ogi seqoAa,7? e-q .veu,q_looresojiumayIK 41. ,JJAL 
our3r4 aod.T.T_IT re orufdos o-ETT.1- cT e-qq, pOOLTTATIOP .r.TTUTT,T OS ST,' 
slaTooaa eTclrI7xerlea sT uoT41mT1nuT stiq 20 GOT J q.SOTTU1,37 
V ITO/1S Rcf, pauoTsr000 ueeq sr-N cl,Tq uoTvernoeds To 4unouir 
eq q-U 0.7-1:09,2T-LI 01.IWALIT. V IT, oqria ,To Lies Les uro 
Gm oaeu JooT 1,To uoTqoTT o'-q- atTdTm pu.e sTqunTI-V 
To pTa auTO 52 ,ToT GoTAel? queardsul2a4 Ef2now, queTucauo 
sz-3 saAaes n 0 2W:7 fq Sum:IQ-7 To uoTqmna4sep 
aniTuTs GL[ q- c:1[ 'q-t(I'lroToeS snoTtlo-eaTul q:e.qmeTos 40Sanoo 
To sT7,15 qui2Tu TV.113 "?.p r TiTuoTsae-urq-ns pu'e uoTqouasep 
fq.uen7'.eEqn2 siTia-eTsT 71-e, suGT-147 ul3TAIITTPG4= TTe fq sr 
'Pcq-Csa pmeTsT .S'ìA V To uoTeatl'erps G 4noctr aueT4df,?E egg. 
iq eAaesead .eTa0,4sT-LT V,TOAti act 04 .1..T0(3.-Ilad VeD,M SOVeTGa 
PTTeTact snTqTao Pidea ui (p6T) 2uTuT3 aq PT- r uoTTeonpe ,7oTT 
TO f,74aov JGUTIVITI V uT iTiesaeu, 53uTfiqTn-bor Pireacv2 ees 
oq. pun seT4 To .17-T40 114Tm SJVM pu-e suoTq-eTea s &eq. 4s. GLq To 
a-eeu, mou pinom seTeaoos sT4unTW TO aqiT 111 
7-7VCq 'T'6-T' '9V77 '9°T7T, 
t*J0 en20-ET7 ci44 To firsca e-clq. -pur (DJ:0117000 -iV VA), 
11/1)43) ) E a pcsAAM 4 out q. u co u4oq 2.2oTru To s quToCr. 
j 
(the truth of which is testified by records still 
preserved by the Lgypt ian seers) he shos .: that the 
Es ptia m the._.selve s acknowledge l that there had existed 
such an Athenian 'togs as Socrates describes in the 
"Republic".( 2 ) ethers regarded the account as a "fable 
and fabricatio4 ." (,uuBoS fed ® "Fr /IA dr/mot 76,10), but as at 
the sad() time an illustration of the factors operating in 
ti-ie universe at large. These, objects Pr oclus, ignore 
P'lato's explicit avooal that the tale, though extraordinary, 
the "absolutely true", and il elpression "aiJco lut el;;" 
! 
( iralvT.c 7t ocCr )1 he urge ,, is surely signifi cant. (3) Others 
again, without repvd is tinJ the literal trt?:th of the narrative, 
believed that its real purpose is to symbolize the "div,J.rsitis" 
7 
FVdVT/w6'F/5,76.19) pre-existing in the universe, as, k:;. g., 
the "opposition' nL: fixed stars and planets (Ameli.us) and 
of good and bad daemons or "spirits" (bnlg eS ). V1 the sale 
nature Aas the interpretation favoured by Iamblichus and 
Syrianus and approved by Proclus himself, viz., that while 
the t a l e must b e r e ga rd e d as true a nl authentic, _i. t has a 
meanin a;}plicabll to the universe at large has to be 
t ake n in conjunction with thc suili,ia ry given o1: the Republic. 
/ 
The 7roXrrE-rec described corresponds to union and sama .,n, = ,, P in 
the Ko6',ctoTr® rip( , the 7róAf,uo S to disrupt io n alb'. difference 
(78.15). ( ± ) Longinus (c.213-273 ..D), believed that ti1; 
sole object of the tale is to interest and win Over the hearer 
exposition V j'ylY 
( f in. preparation for the severe scientific 
A 
-vv hie h is to fo1low . V;hcth;;r Longinus regard ed. the tale 
as an historical account or not Proclus does not say, 
but we may gather from 129.10l21 that he did. 
Pro cLis reverts again to the variouS 
interpretations of the narrative at I.129.9. There seem 
to have been two iilutua 11y oppo sed sets o f int erpr eters: 
(l) those vifho conceived it to be st.ilplf a straightforward 
e historical record ( Croe et )PrA y ), intended prirarilr 
for the 
! 
d VXotYW or capture.) o'.f the hearers (i.e. Grantor 
and Longinus ) , a cl ( 2 ) t Se, rCga rd. ed t 'ne narrative ú.S 
ñ romance or story Lc/Ayres) caoS  but as a story with a meaning, 
jus t as the fable of Pha e or_ at 22c of the `xTi1:Lacu.s" 
signal iz es a natural ovent, and who accordinv gave a 
interpretation to the tale. These `,nre bhe tw o 
,, 7 C 
camps of the opposition (130.8 -- TiCvTeC FAr cvv FfCotrFeof fr ová'rv) O P.l.oclus hililsolf co111proiiiiSes, `:'Uit h Iamb chu 
and Sú riana us , by _.. int: . t fa t the ta le i s icgTo el ac bu t 
úhá.t it is also a wrfabol.ï.ca1 indication of cosmic "diversity" 
(130.9 . 1-32. l6 ) . That the island of Atlantis existed in 
fa ct is confirmed, _1:3 says , J J the C vice1ce recorded in 
1 T"t t Tt - Yl ,.,t .. ,- , the .iJt .iopics of ïa.c ellus ( 1; . 1.. --1 that in the sea 
` -. ,1 be ten r. lands } C' ' t '.- Ì.' '-! r b.on there u.,, :c1. t; o fi; Al i _:._c? 1.i AL/ G-. pan i c . as in 
possession of a tradition to the effect that in former 
times ,..11. t°n had be en e rime d a lar er isl and named. 
.:-t1antis. Pro clus emphasizes the truth of t he story once 
c 
Ya o ;; at 190.7 .- ® v 7CF 7l at ET rC / Toc B E V7"d of' N or y y F 6T 
ane? insists 9,,;;a in on its cosmic significance. In fa ct, he 
-19- 
concludes ( 20%-.16f. ) , th ho 1 e of the preface 
of t h e ima e u; T t, which .3 ,, vc.l r us had c o ns i d e r e d. una ° h' j 
of any intc-rpre bat ion, fits in with the scope and subject 
e of the dia.lo . IL all s32v:s as a suggestive Tevor/urvy 
or preaáilble to ti1,D ensuing scientific discourse; it is a 
sor t of 7'007-c- c'llC or initiatory cereI:lony peïor3 we ia se 
1 
iroríl TOC ,t-e.i Cf e 0 Td i .f ( 206 .20 ) . 
6rue colll;Le.ìlt on all this is that .,hich 
c "le 1 to have be en made by Longinus , that "Plato d oc w not 
use riddles to expound tits doc trines' (19.15 ) . 
The vision of a su bi:i`)1:'gé;d "lost continent" 
has fired the imaginations and inspired the research-_-s 
ever s 1lcG of explorers, V to v a í e n , J ] C l JS g 1 s U L , 
archaeologists, biologists, únd even though the evidence, 
1 a 1w ays. inconclus ive , sp e cu.!_c.tion on the sub je st i1l 
rife . la7 mention a, ee of the very latest theories. 
(1) attention has been drawn to certain affinities in type, 
art, and religous out look between the Neolithic cave -dwellers 
f Spa in and áo L? t he am 2ra. nc c.ìnd t he nativas of i,it;l%i% o and 
Yu c a tan , and it is s'u:,; t e s te.C.,, therefore, t h i t for 
ethnological reasons the suYL!ÿu;1 Atlantis is to be found in 
the ocean-bed of the Atlantic Ocean. (2) There was 
fond() r c/ d ur i ng ti Bronze, Age, ú land-link or rid v e 
b e'G:.ecn .ú11s1_c,nd anr? ti?v Tilainland. OJ..- urope, stiZl 
discernible 1^ the a Dogger J a1r - scientists are satisfied. 
of tile fact - and actor d in: ly a Swedish professor and 
geologist Has come LorUJard and declared t.a t here is Plato' :_: 
-26- 
fab -ad. co t inant be neat h the aters of t he 1Tor th 3ea. 
(3) 2ina , a Professor Borchardt, of ..Liunich, is no 17 
tryinL to prove tbit tI iysterr nt inent i notj bonth 
the litlantio nor t'fla Ilorth Sea ,but is a nor tion in the 
'Tor j.fric a, t al-Liost dried up 
ero tt el Djeri d., tia Dirocor of the L,rchaeoloical 
Boar in 1unis, Professor Poinsot, has granted pec;ision 
o± c.:::cavation to iie beE.am., 
Really, ho eve r , the who le tale is nothing 
:Lore thzIn an in.yJnious roLlance and fanta sy, to hicih 
Plato adroitly gives plausibility by y»:iforrin-1:. to 3olon 
as l u s authority. ritia ic a t ed_ lark: t i or o t 
ovenance is itself sufficient to show that the narrative 
is a concoct ion. lie he a-od the pry, h3 says, fro his 
=1:Eitl= ho he ar a it -±:roz, hi s a:7; n ±a t he r Dropides, 
J o hrJ it from 3o ion, ho a 0:1 in he ard in 11;;T:y..pt rci 
Jiio final _ron "sacred. records'? in an - - 
Yn 1 P' 1D 1 I t 3 flOtiCO. tiT3t .3o o tess ob i o n 
to th_-; iitnass of i;be onets -Jo sn-p-i»Try hi :vant is jt357t that 
they are Tuiiitativ e 1 tnazi na t (1o) , w hi ch 
et ty plainly 1.,-1-1b1 ies that te -.:J1-107e tale is a -Figment of 
ato's ovn tion. b :*; i is tra -oar ent 
3ocra te s asks to hear of His katAikrit-ohrs ion, and 
This is done by the tale of Ltlantis. he narrative is 
closely °cline cted. ±ií the reca-,Ditulation of ae:uolic I -V. 
hich precedes, an srv.-)s to justify and defena the 
sociological vim there ezipressed. Plato never sees to 
have rearded the i-)attern city of Socrates' dreams as 
an impracticable ideal; even in the "Laos" he does not 
really recant 'Atha t is -proposed in the 'Republic", but 
only undertakes the construction of a form of society which 
shall. serve as an easier and more tolerab nK)i.s-all er." In 
the "Republic" Socrates continually reiterates his 
co n_Lid ence ifl the) feasibili by of his imagined cc,,mmort4 ea:1 th. 
"what the 1,A120 of i)hilosphy should become mistress of a 
city is not impossible, no are the things W3 describe 
LA1DOSsi ble . But e alffl. it t ha thsy are hard " ( ,190- ) . "Our 
.0roposals aî a desirable if they can be realized, and their 
realization is dif.:icult, but no t impossible" (502e). "Our 
words csncerning city ana constitutios: are not mere 1-doucl 
prayers; our proposals ara difficult, but somehow practicable" 
e, 
(bi--0(1). Plato re.s;ard.(.,;d tile visionary 7roArS d.escribed. by 
Socrates as somathinz more than a "civitas -dei", and we may 
suppose that he offers in his invented prehistsic .Athens 
a firm defence of hi s political aspirations, addin still 
further conviction to the protrait by put tin the tale into 
the mouth of one who was Himself cn embodiment o nhilosophy 
combined with state-craft (190,20a) "The imaginary citizens 
and city which yesterday you described to us, we will no 
convert into historical reality, an we will consider the 
state established by you. as none other than ancient Athens. 
They will tally in every respect, and vve shall not be far 
from the mark in asserting that your citizens are the 
veritable people Jho existed at that time" (25a). The 
narra tivo is "a real fact, though unrecorded in lii oryT 
( 21a 21d), "no pictured tai3, bu a t rue record." (26c ) 
It is sy to "reaa L n t he 1 ine s" azid o s e, e that 
these reiterated. -Or oto sta Gionf.3 are meant to convince 
readers tilt). t he imap;inary city of Socrates is no chiraerLcal, 
ixotic U topia , but an 14,1.aa.1 1..v it hin human at ta iniiient and 
one that had found a parallel in the dis tant past. Pro clus 
al so sees this -;'Doint. or at 1.191.27f. he observed that, 
looing at the A4Zieos in another way, it shows that it is 
e possible for 7 warrf-fot Er. Kocrovs to exist in actuality, 
and that is why Socrates receives it with such enthusiasm. 
This consideration, he urges, justifies the conclusion that 
2, 9 the tale "was not after all a fabrication" ( evr< gee( efs/ 
irAircrit.ce 197. . 
The Lioral of the' ztvaog is equally patent. 
:Jai - cLia - - cal 7,--trArs exist in actuality, but it can 
exist Jih success. The tale symbolizes the coniiut of 
cu. 1 t ur a al nia teria lis , and raa ic atos t ha Li 0-c? frof , 
rï.)T5011Jd b ancient ,A the ns, will aiviays ju.stiíy itself. 
. , 
b-' o - tne . jG i a S ;here t narra ive LI." taken up, 
e are told that IL--;phaetut and Athens, beirz n.nìiad. both 
.by -blood and bynlove -sere allotted a land 
naturally adapt ior "0 is doll" and virtue"- Athens ( 109 ) . 
211,---) men and °hie n an c ien t th(.:_lns were r ono ned all over 
the world for th laany" v ir tue E.1 of their S OLLIE'," ( .112 ) . 
any gonerations the p.eople of Atlantis likewise united 
I? sent S '61 ';u SL 0411 yy and cl.cispised everjthiuî bì; virtue, 
GA 0 1DGTtîfl pu-e. T LÌT.ÏTJ s cyu, 
h "cif 0),GA ) T T q. Iv) r-I,TXT °LT '4 
J 
12 p T AT "L; 
To S&P-iAJA acAc., 
f..).:3 
1[TLJTA s ptre TraTAn'L T'pE) qU RCf s T .oftral: C e.T 0 P 
q. pe o ate - G.74: T.= TrAT TirT T2- etr-1. )T4r iCf . -peqracteico 
clbueu,;7 fq uopTosoa ;To uoT4.e.:7nNns 
[.-(m GtT T0;1: 'T-Te27T1-1 E:-L-lToc); jc PeaTi4ou 2T prI '27TJT-010 
0 .T. 7.7 - ( q 9, 017 pi 1.1 Oa Tr .7, TTr OTT ,T, .(0M)uoTqliutTjlma wo2 
sne2 TT4En LcIezorT pc4,7:Gss13 G.71A19,:i7q1 ac,po-[ ITC ,IN fil.artp3J7 quct 
. 
Dir,lc;ours_ 2ii-aous. 
3.11 0 a 1 runiont. 
".2i11-1aeu.s com:Le.nces his di cour;,,,ze concerning the yfvf cfs -rev 
o 9A o v by lay ins clovl n 4,; he broad (list in et ion bet eon t t 
91 .7 
iiìjCh is eternal ( re ØV' of, ) and is int e .11 i aria t hat 
which is always beconlir ,'-. coitlinL; into be in: yryvv,Ar-veY 
9 
f ) and is sans ib 1 E) . H iu.rI?ìr assumes that , 
rna 1 is anc a us and has s " b o b Ohiin,:" 
t 7 rf 
yl-VforfeJS 00(7) so that which ID e c o.1__ es is 1oi Ili :dal; on a 
cauvie ( ,JÇ-#!ov1 Lu1C is acco rdinL;ly ubOttOflTT ( yfvv7 rev, 23c) 
or "born" q-voAet-srov,2802, luyovis ,29a) _ the 
tAo the oweetvos belons:;? Obviou,-.11-,7 the 
9 eveavo S is sensi , ther9for e it is a -river-41.v') v and 
rJio e LL.) a r-vvi rev. It ii1 bo notic ed. that th. 
reascnin depenas o:1 tilo a priori prosuppoziti on 
that nOthin over "beco...es" unle3s there is a cau3 or 
i "bocom.iik; " , on tilL, e4.u.at ion of t hat which). i b si coming 
(10e. sub j.ect bo incessant chan:.:;a ) íitia that hicIi 
becom.e in the seice that it is r eferab e to a pre-existent 
caU_Sal f-3 011110 PrO 31 US , in a 1 on' iacusioi of this 
passage (1.227f), asks, ihab is he a extant of 
his initial 6. t ctioi be tu a en OV f- and 
7 e 1 ty i/ V r At f - VO V of f-I ? D C, J S it cove r ()ye rjt hing d i th e tit 
I 1 ir C . n_ , % » 7f Jxc--bion ( Trett/T4 7k coin( orre4Provri or not Do o l CV aft, 
1 n r)., 
:Or in r anoe 1- fe .1:. s :Lip ly to t h,,,,1 ;ICJ:: d!3 b (..:,,p_ ,-:, C 113 ( ro eV eV), 
, 
,1 hiC .11 i '3 t ha D..i:: -',,; 1.-):11.-t; ic ipant in bile On:.:, Ii ,-.;1-1" ( To °Wry ; % ilt4 
u- 
and. the highe st int 11.i b , as Iamb lic hus thought (:) .5 , 
2:52.8), or does it; 1110 all more? Proclus, ihii ad.mitting 
this J.Teo -Plat onic distinction betw oen the One and. the 
1 '71 'xistent; One, ri ght ly says t hat he re Pia to me a.ns by To e V 
f ef C 7 , 
f-r the whole eternal orld ,jenerally s vreS 
Ke 6,(4 s ,230.21) . iryve,utve,/ sisnifi es every- 
thing of a corporeal i'latare, so far as i i re -nlarized by 
something else (233.8f) filE.re is no need to enter into 
Proclus! refin.ements conLiern.in:s veyvvfivev oe'Fff and 
To yrivoAArlw io -pro rtr- ) an C_ the various aspects of 
7 re a( rodvrow (234.6) . It is sufficient to notice that Proc1is 
sees that 2ima. eus is simply aravin a broad distin3tian 
b 0 e en "Be ins" and "Becoming" , te rnal and mti t ab , and 
that he recognizes that the essential character of -To 
yryvv,upv0v is its d endence as a derivative on somet 
wl, 9 other than it C3 lf e yr-v7rov ac 1,113 Dell( Tyne 1 
? 2rn t r 
Koff g Tr c! emz,Jv acrnAlv F FIP Trt riff otoy (239.31, cf.2-13.21 ) 
..2ha wor ld. , as Pro c lus ha s ya. at the be Jjinninò, o -I" his 
Joadvientary (3.8 - I Di chi) , "is yi.ov ed. by so.,,e hinc: else and. 
is by nature unable to produce or to complete or to 
eserve it self" 
.,]veryt hint--; that "becomes" , then, has an 
91 7/ 
OCI Tr e Now the aC Tact/ of the u.niverse, i..tS "Maker and. 
r" or Goa ( e V foss, 30a) , is indeed "hard to find. and, 
impossible, vhen found., to co -,.muni cat e to all men" ( 270 ) . 
¡Le., tha t there is an author of the universe, whom %j e 
call God, is t;,3 :.) a by re .r..son. "2or eve .-47 house is 
b12íiL ad. by some t ha t built all_ thin:,:,s 
ate brews .1 .4) . The :Lb_ ct o co d' s exi s t,,1200 a Ft 
God_ 
31100 II by blio bar On: al a rumor iiat t 01' t 
have an author : but t11,3 e of Goa s St e 113 3 ti e rat ure 
of thi Author, is not. o easily d is covered.. Pr(-.) c 1 u ]).a s 
the :Liatter thi s a ay ( I .300.28 f ) 'J.:rue a rehension of God 
is not a mat ter of opinion nor of a s cient if ic 
but is reached. by a pure int elle et ua 1 contact an union 
(fftec.Arr s ) , by a silence e as it ere (ofolf Tri4 W , 303.8 ) 
of the soul, and t he refer e it cannot be coLmiuni cated to 
others exce-ot by the imperfect .ii.eans of a scientific process. 
/hat Pro clus is thinking of is the tÍS3±ii1Ofl between what 
VI 0 viould'. call reason "áiscursive" and reaS0/1 liltUitiVen. . 
:Jay , ho eve , ask: "On which arch.tyoo 
aid. Go d. fly His aa z e when iïashioned t he wor1 á - the 
t e rna 1 or 1-».1; b eL: ot ten? If lie us ed. t ±or.iìr, Ilic ork 
mus t be beautiful; if the 1aticr His viol- : cannot be 
ho a ut if ul . But the universe is st be au t fa 1 of all 
thinLLs t a t have c,-,o.Lic) into be ins,. " whence it fn 1 rv,T1S 
that Gr'd 'loo( _ to tbe ate.=,,1". God i.s in fact "the 
best of the causes"; Hc ls i-:Aply the -aise and good Artist 
V4110 has constructed, this universe after 
r 
a changeless and ate rn a 1 mod el ( -Troce it d fir de) . Thus 
TLLia etis is really oll DJim. up the c slno logic al 
argument -2 0 1.' the existence o Co d a it h the 
c / S n C TrT , .. G' 11Cj r. . 0 1 `u0 a a T139. ( PTO L ,, 0:1)0 GucT t'eTc?xç 
i i 
S i G O U / -,. 4 ?/y 01,11- 1).0-0A-em 0 Z T T 4 u Z 0 ; OTT !? '4013,T uT 'ST q. . ) ` 
e , 
xn¡%®y ®I,_pl1# 
i1_o aouTAOaú ot14 uTTTTZ r.l ef.znb sT `snZoOaa s./..es `sTiTr, 
J 
( ,T. p ÿ, 9 ç; a) 4u eurnEl o 4 t; Zp eTIRirz s TU, 7_0 ©cre s a o T A GA-olo nk /L 
r,tim pue S T A O 0.L a. eTI n S .,?T SS S 1 ' 1 G ö iirT ¡ ' . OS ` 7u ZI C 
qT 4.e1.1 a o q.uT oú 1 3 s T ; Z 4 zr.r.otis q.notioZ nA ST auz i 
4 eu,ul .za guzo s IT `uoT4zs0doac? s T_TT `uz7t;a4suo---ep 
OaOTOq `.3-,z4O7TrOOS Jtj:'}. 9rSnL J.GE L1..Te OT`_l, 9 nL(!I-71T,TZ AO77 
oaCTeq aae .R.2iT q. T aX? SttlaOq os2tiT SauZ;ap 
pire I4 AOAJWO.A,/- a.l. TM I-Vo A p.Z To uoZ4Útt[nSsL e Tior 
d 6 / c 1G 
11.7T M s.9.as ors SnoettrT`,, sn-u, (6T' 1, ITT `.T/7,'qr?, `TE' 8'-v2 `2T'62 
,Z0 C'T' cC<', `QV 8rÚ I TtTGTC1 ..Q.a ) .T Ios S`Tf^`874OCT..I'.iI Ou4 To 
`I 
4.11-1; r c ui 4 S uZ ai ¡ ätt 0 tï.l'c `/ c. w G ; ( %j,3 i,Z } S 0 LT T !. r? QT Jr-TT 
ao saaouGnT-DGsuoo sqT 8onpap Suzpoeooad ueti.q. ptiÚ 
szsetT oc?fTT e fl,eT.n4.s orT uze q.a oo SuTuTZ,Tep /tie urAop Ouz.geT 
ST ,To pou T. S iwGr.l-oTTMoOS 'Ng_ oT Sn0 e-ET Zqet'r 1iTTLQ. 
sT Q 0Zq0u S.Ie n0e snlo0a ( ) p0,} J.OTJ.eCinS 
0g ST Gu,q. aSanZU1'e GU.^ GAOqe eTT4. rl^..CrTA OTUO!j.?Ta-'GGq.T 
e4 0t{ .zoT punG a ° ou ST c`?TT or '4. T::;u; os ` so sne o 
T o nn S c. ,. d d " °p21 T JOSO p sZ polo ( uon.s.Tbr70 vZY tiZ Se 
4-n c t ` u U T^e ea o ; . ou sT O O U O T J T U T E Te o a u-'z -: sag ,T 'e 
p rid i-i rrut o uoz4zsot:rer uz s eorTr7n 50A-11(1)in/hi 
I 
.zo rO, eTT .7", ON li; s r:/1 1,% ;TO tTzs t GT.! 4 au 4. ;0 u.to q. o g ell' 4 4e 
s T s nG GTTTT ,T, av.). otT pZ s Z ` s 4 uottmave 
T tse To 4SOPT a Mg-`u T s Op tTJ: o. T. _}- 4 u OulnS e oui `. . ?. T u a 0,4 O 
Sntir aTZtj1 Ot?rßS `tTTO Z.^.: T á`0cT OaCT OT Tao r4S S 070 O 
uGtT aaotTr ou s° 4tT"t1,0ITIC quotTrn2al?, ,sazT auú Tr3oz2oTo0TGa, 
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on to give an account of the poctulta itself 
17, 
and to -or ov e that To IV i ra that To rryvcAtf-Vcomes 
into being (Proc.I.237.7). s it is, by the asoculiption 
of these two riey, we zet the following drvAAorcr,tte.s(1)roc. 
264.10f., 226.24f.). '.12ho uni-verse has come into beins. fi 
it has c ome into bin, it hc . s come into being' fro .:11. a cause. 
r.i2ha re is , the reiO re , a d3b1iu/70z cause. if there is a 
demiurgic cause, there is also an archetype or pattern on 
which the Demiur3 modelled the universe, either pre-existing 
in the Demiurge Himself or external to Hila, and either 
superior 60 or inferior to or co-equal oith Him. And., by 
laying down the further ojirroJA&A that the world is beautiful, 
Vie can next discover whether this pattern is ZrOV or 
yr-1/ Tot, (2611.20 ) . For- eternal pa tterns are t he :pat terns of 
things beautiful, beLotten patterns of things not beautiful. 
world. is beautiful. lt is, therefore, the copy of an 
eternal -Tricroc r Fr tkeli 
bhis point '.2imaeus lays clown an important 
canon which is to Luide his whole discussion. "This must be 
posited with h regard. to a likeness and the pa ttern from which 
it is drawn, that the discourses must be kindr ed to t:le 
subjects which they bavo to express. Discours3s about the 
permanent and stable reality disclr_sed. with the aid of 
thought must be oerutanent and unchanging likewise - so 
far as discourses can possibly alt. properly be both 
irrefraL;able and incontrovertible, they must in no way fall 
short of this; but discourses about that which is likened 
-29- 
,o bh- tolfmer and is a likeness, should be likely and. 
corresponding with their subjects. iinowledge stands to 
Belief as Belief to Becoming" (29bc). 
To refer to .eroclust commentary on the passage (1.1639.5f.) , 
Mato, having defined the universe as y vpov and ocr(097rev, 
next goes on to explain that, is there are tuo sr .b j et -iilat tars, 
ro c V and. ro yfi rev, ; o t ie re are tß'ú o restive ÿ_) Ce mod es of 
n I 
açprehending them ( yvw c f-U ) , viz., Intelligence ( Yo7 (I-7S 
and Belief (f of o( , and two correlative ï:loC es Cli scus lion 
( Ar'), viz. the per.ianent or abiding ("46vr17 o,) and the 
likely ( Fr 7 Ko t rF S) Timaeus accordingly only claims 
pro bab ility for his exposit io.n; Ahat he is giving is not 
t1 
i n Etac sc nce k but a "likely tale" ( F kS v Oct (Dyes). 
irat are is in a constant state of inchoation, and since 
thought nus aly; ays resemble i t:; sub j ect -mat te r, the know l ed.ge 
o t na t ur e t ays b inc o i._p la t e. 
Proceeding with his discourse, Timaeus explains 
that the tru;ï .cause -: oÿ the existence of the universe is the 
7ooaness of God_. God.' s nature is not a I=,::t'ud3ing4i ono, and. 
so He resolved to extend His own blessedness as far as 
possible to sohiething outside di.-aself. In Aristf.ilLlian 
phraseology, `t 1% n :,"^ 71 F i' j ^ 1 .1.. the a l.cclu, ? l«ss (3.4,, .), after at n 
universe is ( rt TrI ) and 'jhat kind_ of a thing it is ( Tb 
C 
0 7'o o v ) e ,aiust invest Igo to on hat account it is ( -ro dioc 
I 
Tf God, therefore, tooz over ''all that as visible'', a 
ila, latlless, _1,:.:aturele>>s :'oh1 ola "lil.oving without measure 
and without orderF1, and gave to it ordered. configuration by 
modelling it on "the all-perfect wain-Lai" ( 2rlVTF ñ F S w 
n 
o v, 1 
`'1 b) thC? eternal Generic ivinr VreaturC:, the, "Self-Animal" .
cl r n 
( To o fern woV,39), which embraces all the specific 
i 
" of animal. As the prototype is one and 
cannot be second k'l it h another ( since then the form which 
covers the two Would be the true exemplar) , so the ocuype 
is one also. 
Now the Y'J V r 1 0. , '2 ima eus has already +. el'.ia 1 ;.á.e d , 
is YF-vefu.f-veg and ?'b YFvo,uavoV iims'c, be visible and tangible. 
Hence the universe must have a body. By aquasi-teleological 
and qqua si-mathemat i c al argument, it is sh,o ̀ .'Jn that the body 
of the wor 1d is made of the fou r "elements", the pe d o c lean 
wu.tTrc , fire, air, water, and earth. If the world is 
visible and tangible, it must have fire and earth, since 
the special characteristics of fire and earth are respectively 
visibility and s7::lidity. But if fire and earth are to combine 
they need a connecting bond or "link" ( F4 oS ) . 
f Proclu,s (Diehl II.29.31) explains the thought in' this way. 
If there were on one e ement in the world., there would be= 
no change, an all things w ou.ld either be ete rral or 
destructible. ..3ut if the elements must number at leatt 
two, these must be opposites to parmit of mutual interaction. 
And if they are opposites, they will need a further factor 
9 
l', o act c`l s lìl e d i umi . Now t ilc be st "link" i s an a[ vrC. A lry r a( 
or "progression" consist in43 of amean or means linking the 
first and last terms in a proper mathematical proportion. 
2 r If the elements were planes ( F7rri' 4 t) one mean would be 
-31- 
i 
suf fi ciont; but they are vo lume s( rrfeFat ), h have 
9 
three dimensions, and acco rcling :V our d vactNori,rmu-st 
consist of two mean proportionals. In this connexion 
Proclus ( II.33.13f . ) notes with a pÿ roval. the comment of 
a certain Demo critus that Plato does not say and cannot 
mean t h; t only one medium falls b etw een any P-iven planes 
or t h:a t two fall between anJ given solids. Por , he 
observes, between some planes there is obviously more than 
t 9 
o n e mean, a s ; t ;e n 16 arl 81 get the 6v f y3 av.( fl ® r at 
16:24 : :22 :36: :36 :54 : :54 :81. One, however, is sufficient, 
and this is w a !, Plato ans (11.31.15). i iiva eu.s , as 
explained, is only thinking of numbers which are the product 
of prime factors, of numbers consisting of toi o and three 
factors only and no morel. God accordingly set air and 
water between fire and earth, so that we have the gemetrical 
pro por ti on y- fir e : air : :air :ti °pater: :;,pater :earth. 
Thus, says Proclus, (11.39..19f.) each of the elements has 
two properties common to the element adjacent to it and one 
property different, which he tries to specify in this way: - 
rire - Rarity S arpness(i.e.to the touch) libbility. 
- Rarity Dullness nobility. 
dater Density Dullness .biltcty. 
earth Density Dullness I1obility. 
The whole of this account, observes Proclus earlier (II.7.19f. 
is just another instance of Plato's pract ice, already 
noticed, of beginning a discussion by means of an initial 
postulate from which he makes his proof. P ,to ._ 
UT `11SUT Oq Oq.uT. OTJr00 aAnU 4su4 sOuTUq To in-5T4n-saCI, 
vq O`; 4Tna4 sT esJ oATLTn aLTg. ;T q}úTq 
Ouou pepaOLT os pus T TeSg-T oq. q.uaTaTTTns sT 4t a snso eg. 
`uOT 4CJ,7;01ic^, ao uO TgtTaqn!T ro aou `uOT 9r oTTrOo oT ,x o uoT g.t?STU es 
;o uro ou G; BALc ell ÑT_xs u mC; S gT uo u%T g.s 4 oJ. 
Ltt,zoTTün - suoT 4í}t'.t aTq.TSSOd UaAGs a74 (Z T0 `_,ue2T TI GuT TSO'-r 
'uoTq OLTt .úuTpuOCTsOJ<<aoo s 11 tj.Tf+11 4T pc) pZAOa(T pLT'e `e.a,-n."T,T 
402T.xac'. q_SG7 orig. sT eJauds algo, 8sni?o3q `TnoTa eucTs eS,,TaATun 
aLi4 apsw poo `snat'TIrT(T. SpaaOOacT ' 1¿aus ui 
F (2n-7Z. `T:rgII !,T6rrEI'i.T_I7-0 ` 6'II ` spor 
4 ,1Gouasse 
-T;3T r11 ,To 2uT q.s Tsu ao ss p8 p,.Ts.naa ea 
.gnTIr SLT81iCIOU O174 `(cTT 1zI' To OLTOT 13 aSuus STuq uT_ ti9nctig. 
`atiUéS sTUfl UT Wti4 US `(.T6TT''IT) SuOAeoU oLTr TIT .c`LTTgwTxe 
E -4) o ay ,p ) s g.LzTod 4satl2T7 ou,4 `4peTJOd q..s OT pu>; 4seJncT / J 
c ïfor '/-[.9q c 2L T í a g t 6 " I I ) r Sa ^ l T u n at { 4 
,11:0 ü4asd quo.ToJ TTD LLT lnT ,n uT 2uTRa:"2A snuatrroTo aLj q. ;o 
(44-a) S cToeG ú ,;LO :%TtraoT u2ac?-; J..L L? eat; aS, c'IT q- i3L? aXT 7apT LT 
/ 
s'01-4 s n Z 0 Ú a 4s-q4 o S ¿ ` á !1r o LT e J e L1 !i 8 T ^c y oan r`i o t`1.. `.1 S Ñ 1 p Z .xo m 
GITA. ITT i;sq.uaTaZe,l ano,-;_ aqq. TO uOT XODUOO,zO4uT 244 MOUS Gq 
I.L C3 s O O2 s T LT q. Toa; pus 
i l aT g T Uo q. pus c T c± TS T Ae q q. s n Tr.t S u T e q 
Cì q.0 T OUTGO SIN 4 L ï., ;_' i1 fraTi !Ir LT 4 M S G GT O .ZC: O U J:. LT t,n O p w ` n S aT T 
ovaia mou Os ' g.oO llO4uT pus TnOS SOSSOSSO d QSaOATu11 2Um 
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accordance with the divine plan, it must have understanding 
or reason, since no work that is devoid of reason will 
ever be fairer than that V3hich has reason ". But to have 
understand ing, the world _ ust have soul; for understanding 
is only displayed by soul. G'od therefore save ':o the iorid_ 
a soul. -Here aga in the reason for the existence of the 
aorld_3oul is just the goodness of the world.'s iilaker. The 
Demiurge setreason in soul. in order that he might be the 
author o _t: a work fa irest by nature' and the iuo st excel l.e.nt'' 
(30b). As Pro cl.us puts it at I . zi -01. 21f . , 'because the Demiur gc.-: 
is good, He makes the world. most beauti thi; because He leak os 
the world beautiful, He gives intellect or reason; because 
He gives it intellect, He endows it with soul; and because 
He endows it with soul, He infuses .eito .it life . 
In point of fact , God made the soul of the 
world before he made its body, although we give it second 
place in our dis cou se. "In order o f production and of 
v or th ( y f- P 7( ) 4i.- God Iliade the soul earlier and 
elder than body, to be mistress agi . queen whom the body 
should obey" (3. -c) N. (-1) the expression "earlier" and 
r 
"elder" ( .rrforr_v Kir 7F6/3vrffacV) has no reference to 
antecedence in time, but is employod. "prop t._.r excolle:xt tiain" 
and means only priority in order of dependence, as indicated 
by the further e:çoression v f- ó"irorry loci ócß evc v, and (2) 
the passage 1.fceps soul. and body clearly distinct and thus 
.of itself disposes of Archer -Hind's t_ìeory that the "Timaeus' 
teaches the " ovolution "of hatter out of oa . 
jl.r i .. 
Now the substance of the cosmic soul is 
compounded by the divine Demiu.rge out of the Undivided. 
al.d ' lie Divided, Which in composition yield a third form 
of existence. All these are next blfonded. to get her . he 
product is then divided like a long ribbon or monochord in 
accordance with the lengths of a musical scale built out 
of a double geometrical progression of seven terms. Ilino.l.ly, 
the entire structure is split and.. bent into two intersecting. 
circles in different planes and? crossing obliquely, the 
t 1 t,` . t.. i Same 
e r, 
outer of which is called the circle of the ( o rvv 
7 n 
"rc 'm . kJ'<, t ) and the inner the circle of the Other 
( o To eocr4ov KVKAos) . The la tter is ag& in subdivided 
into seven concentric circles corres ponding with the seven. 
ternis of the double progression. The tuo circles have a 
double significance: astronoiaicallj, th.,y are clearly .li_e,ant, 
as Proc.lu.s notices (11.238.1 cf.III.73. 2.7) , to stand 
respectively for tho sidereal ecjaa for and the ecliptic and. 's 
to - account for the diurnal uniform revolution of the fixed. 
stars and for the s:?y aZ'Q .t- irregularity of the planetary 
paths through the Zodiac; epistemologically, they represent 
the modes of the soul's spiritual and. mental life, since 
they are the means by v;ihich the soul "declares that precisely 
wherewith anything may be identical or where-from anything 
may be different, in what relation or ways or means or time 
anything happens to be identical or different or to have 
either character predicated of it" (37a, b) God then invested 
--,.... 
the body of the vilorld with the soul thus created, in such- 
a way tla t the soul encompasses and yet interpenetrates the 
uhole universe. ".God set soul in the middle and .extended 
it throughout the whole, and again wrapped the body i,uith her 
froIti Vi i thou t Tt (34-b) . "Everyw rii re from the ra idd le to the very 
extremities of the universe she was interwoven and veiled it 
around from without" (36e) . 
Coeval with the creation of the universe 1u as 
the creation also of time. .Lime could, not have existed 
previously to the cosi os because tense, 11 its distinction 
between the pares of time,past,. present, and ittu re, does not 
apply to "eternal being" ( c ocrrreS ®ßói oc ,37e), but only 
to "becoming ". To I aJ e the universe correspond as com pletely 
as possible to its eternal original, the Deuiiurge assigned 
to it an everlasting motion narked and measured_ by the 
recurrent movements of the heavenly bodies. Por this purpose 
the seven planets, Loon, :'3un., Venus, iriercu:t'y, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, are set in the seven concentric circles of the 
n subdivided KAos T Tr-(vv to control an regula te til1e. 
Tillie is thus sirup measured, duration, moving ecjuably, , 
® A r 
°ï'eVO ? V1Y14 acco rding to nu.:caiJer" ( Koc P ocer¿!',t.t o v /(vKn ovAtFvoS, 
38a), "d.ef ined and ;safe guard edF' (8c) by the planets,the 
yr(Yet X (42a) . 
che planets . This seems 
It is identical wit h the Iu o t i o n s of 
clearly to be iliia eu s t iile an ing , 
as Aristotle understood --Phys.218b lf. Proclus, hoaev.er, 
Iruill not believe that úLae is actually identified with "Mo!.; ion" 
r 
( fe y ) or "revolution" ( 7ff r Cleo( - Diehl III.;., 7 }J1.. 
erd4ot , he urges, Iileans not only motion itself but also 
-36- 
N r 
tho measure and extent ( AtFrec91 Kee, fit ourstd-r.S ) of 
that lAihen Plat o spe c± t Lilo as the "w nd ori sir 
vat') of the planetary bodies, ho is reieriaL,- to 
, r i r 
1;1- :L: iriter 00er in thin sense of X tot f f kC 
f i ft X er 7,4 d -rot (111.37.21, 90.15). Proclus is obvioucly 
1 I 
b 0 2: S. i TIC: t he clue ,-A ion, for in d.efinin_ Lime To Keovtrirev (A..; 
AA.freow- ht-3 is including th,-; term to be defined. His shir]:i.nE; 
of the issu.e arises -from his desire to regard time as sio- 
thing exalted. and not a mere 9,49 v trey's( -r, cidoS ( III .'().28 ) 
Time, he is eager to shoo , does not exist orely in 
f concoption ( FIT frAtlfS Elf/VoferS 111.21.5, fCo(T Firite91,"/ 
Avy ,95.10), as the Stoics thought (111.95.9), nor isit 
something accidental ( Olv/i4,r-,7/ros Tr 111.21.6, 0-w/u/SFfirrct 
iÇ krvyterf-gvs,95.14) , as many Peripatetics ;.:3upposed (95.9). 
e 
Nor again is it even a by-product (lf-vvifigt , 111.22.23) or 
appanage (77-te4/coAovurec,24.31)0f soul, as others with 
truer insight sul,posed; rather i-3 it that in w hich the soul 
is the first participant (111.22.28). Nor, finally, is 
time identical \J-Jith the ci-:cle of the Other a:tal eternity 
with that of the Same, as f.;2heodorus suosed. (111.24.32); 
rather does the circle of the Other incline to FyIre eve 
9 f I 
and that of the Same to 4, w vrol . inie is an drr at 
(111.23.27). Its nature is, in fact, dial (I1I.25.:LLf.) . 
ACCOrding to its internal 
2 
'activity ( Icarre Tyv F vd0V vrep-riev 
it is properly eternal t ergvvvos --ef.1.1I.;1)9.11), but 
.1 .2/ '70 
'according to its external activity( 'Cord TV rjrk) FvFrrr-fev) 
it is 10%1 s . Thus tie is v Trt A-o9froS as vJ ell as creotfroS 
o a.7 L Ci 1Y C: ut T ` á ï V VT T V vL C1 q. n U GT ; ;0 u o 7 r4 o 7 I T3 u a ; L l T p 2 1, -} ... N 
u`3TwoAoS Tnr, 2uole poTJJm aJ R.eTT aTTUM .:coj 'uoT otL 
,eTdtTroO OAcI; sa.ourTú eTn. omen otTTes euq. q_Tnoa-!-TO O114 
LI T S T ( 09 2 ` S ®1Pa,/ ñÿ.uTyTáJeAOS J O1LOO ,T. Orr ` pUt; ` ( om i 
apTs s oT sT eT;.,ue 40 Oa *G To T 'GU c.`'13 T sL' aTI!j po 
4s?11- 04 .g-TonhTTcto pauTZouT SuTeq oT r'fT Toa 0u,4 ;roeuT(T aL11, 
`.r.).S.e,? of; 4sor 7,TroJ,T- - TeuoST;Tp eT?q. ;a r.i q a, oq-.a, 
eToJTo J OuuT oTY, O `4.Ñor oq 4sT;7 ZTroaz; - a pTs ou4. ;o 
ITBDA .gq q.Lj°Taz ow, c'(4usT eToJTo oT1TJ,eqno 0114 =o uoTWtTT eT44 non 
(0826 no Aa)X .P7,04.)4itrAns, } nantT uGT q.?npa74: et 0-1.1 
uT tzTo. op_ asar:, `tTeu ;. `sqouT;TcT oTI,Tt 
f ;oTgbooT - s." L:Tuq. poVGla-:-o pe.RwTC1stp 
pun qTxe n." 'caI pue JepJO o aoJnos (Ng nT +nci 
`LToT r}ottT ; a (. S.4 r/rn,o ) quo pTOO-e J.o (so tey. ) uoT 
S T `1I7 Je il1i J sq- sT ouT ` 2 r-?T T wpTJ.Om STtiq ;o TnOS 2Tq gT 
poiTBO 2u u2T;f::1 5e,,?0?-e-Wd pu-a `s^cu0 pOSSoZq Ire 2uTSSt3dJns 
Daryl el á s peg Tosap 2TI ueLw. rt. eL,q. .ze Mau 2L!Te'o 
`21112S r:Tj `a;CupuTa ( S`OT01,, "uVT- 4Ow rp TE1La7.-^/quT#i S.e JO 
`(SncTjTUuec3S ) s,LTOT T1.OtTI uT TTL?-el1T)0L Jo ` (OTq o4sTJ7) ,iablael-s045: 
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revolve counter to the outer circle in their ovin periods 
in accordance with the ú. to .6. revolution of the inner 
circle of the Other. Next were fashioned the fixed stars, 
crvhic h. w ere di st ributed in various positions botte een the 
uator and the Poles and were formed. for the most part 
n r, 
of fire. They are divine living beings ( w at VP-, a Cb ) 
and each is spherical in shape and has two motions , a 
uniform axial rotation in the smile spot, since this is the 
r 
motion of reason and each star has a rational tt /X7, and a 
uniform forward. movement along with the diurnal circular 
reT, Qlution of the outer circle, the K7rAKvfs , so that 
unlike the planets, the stars constantly revolve in the 
sae relative position (.10 0.1b.). f Have the planets 
individual souls like the stars? This is the teaching of 
the ' 4,inc gis " (9830f.), and is believed by Proclus to be 
the meanin in t h " ii.aeu.s' . In the seven "intellectual 
. i souls " ( VoFtE rv oc says Pro clus, the Demiu1 e places 
seven 6'c4; .c re. , so that the planets rn v e each a creJjcl or a ,./X % 
and a Vous (Diehl 11I.59.27. cf.70.8, 71.5f., 72.4) . It is 
common both to the fixed stars aal to the planets to be 
1'( -'o( , and each taa s an ir ivXÿ ( I I I. I l 6 . 30 f., 127.27). 
ïiLla eus may only mean that the, planets share the animation 
of the whol, cosmic soul, but the expression he applies to 
, r ' i them at 38c -06`,ac®rs fja vors ó'wrtTK tiFBFVT.c ¡of Fy Fwyr- . ,,...--- 
seems to support the view of Proclus (cf.Heath, "Aristarchus 
of Samos" 
1Y+ 17%). 
^' Y 9 
The earth itself is "swinging on path 
about the axis stretched through the universe ` { ; "IaoFif v 
Teat ¿/d Ire VreS oV T P Td1.c f-v*J ter 40b). 
phis, the reading restored: ani) printed by only ono 
modern editor, Professor Burnet, seems to be .indubitably 
the true one and should settle the ol& "vexata ciu.aostio" 
as to whether the earth has an independent riiotitm of its 
or not. For , ' C+ attested r, , "4 i 1 . r-t own c_ or rr!1o,uv7v i c:..tUt.st. . by l si,totle, 
"7 f 
Plutarch and IJroclus. Precias paraphrases the verb ríÌ Fbdr 
% 74 n 1 4, f T / d 
w it h the words 7rff f T' ev 40V0( "Tb v?rr vT S 'V V'F 
i 
1U) cf°vl - f r7 if cp Tgc r( I i- I. 1_36 . 31, dr f7 r v,N. FIrV le,e 
íuvFX oFVrv 137.6, :1.--3 n:1_, vvoc/,urvrv 137.14, 
cru v Ow evr/ At ? ccFrwr 138.16 , óJV (If. rd 139.18 , 
r ., f f n , 
v v F- f- T.c r K RF 9 F v Ti,a k v r, r,! 4'u vc Y P re r -rb e Q c i- n 
139.19) - l'coi::.gregated and coIipressed about ti-le axis of 
the universe". He emphatically denies that the earth is 
spoken of as moved in the 'x`lilïlaeus", simply because he .__._._.._.._ 
wants to preserve pare.11e.lislïl ':it h the doctrine of the 
"PhaUdo" (109a), where the earth is described. as immovable, 
9 
and because no mention is Ii1a d e by Il iii a e u s of an a! 7rv fr or T.t rj'd6-a,1 
or wce'od'os of the earth in his exposition of the 
planetary system (III.13E3 . 1J) . It is aiiìus it to no ti o - 
that he cites the View that the earth is in ciao Lion and not 
stationary as an instance of the soul's confusion when 
its two circles are upset (111.346.6). Plutarch also 
believes that the earth is unmoved in t 'i . . eus'E 
Cklatonicae 1iaa3tionos, J,-arnardalris lai6e 25f.). But 
at "de jaelo" 293b 1Of - 296a 26 Aristotle t,-;ice 
±-liustrates S aninz by aileans o± the explicative 
phrase Kkr Kfr-Pe-C4r so bhat tha r,lor& §74nortd sf eeri _lust 
connote motion; and since in the sade passaze Aristotle 
explicitly distinzuishes the theory ascribed to 2i4.1aus 
that the earth "goes to and. fro" at the centre o the 
universe (a) from the Pythagorean view that the earth 
"revolves' round a central lm.linary and has a period oJ_ 
onty-four hours, and also (b) from the vi,,A1 of 7r0.1At 
rr 
Tr-co who apparently to the earth an orbital 
revolution, it is probable that, as Professor l'aylor 
maintains, rlha t :2imaeus Lie a ns is an oscillatory move:ient 
rather than a circular revolution. hc iü r ont hie h he 
has in mind seems to be a periodic slide or slip, 
rectilinear excursions in a plane al ons the axis 0-T' the 
universe, ana possibly also, as Pro -Pessor r_20..ylor futl-Lar 
suggests, this speculation is intended not only to account 
for some of the apparent "excursions in latitud.e" of the 
)1ari.e,ts, but also 'GO explain vvhy there is no t a to tal 
eclipse of the sun at every new moon, a -problem 
must have Aorried thinkers after the discovery of tiî true 
explanation oi solar eclipses as due to the interposition 
of the moon. 2irilaautit explanation of the paradox would. be 
that the earth is out of the centre", not "in line v:ith" 
the -ii-Loon and the sun. '11.1hi s interpretation of TimaausT 
u'Jords obviates the difficulty sugsested by Pro clus - that 
-41- 
9 
:21.ma eus doe, z.') no 1; speak of any al Ito f< se Titerna 0 r recurrent 
return of the earth, since th3 earth does no t travel 
through the Zodiac like the rest of the planets 
o complete the perection of the universe, 
there yet meded the creation of mortal kinds. 2ile larger 
part of this task the M.,,iliurge assigned to the stars, the 
cre,at3d gods" ( her yfo,f7 To e ,4c4) , the "yourio- Troel CD 
( V (-0 r e , 42d. ) the highest order of living beings, 'ho, 
though not "naturally" Lam() -_-_ tal at L.,..,-)oriZhablp,canno t 
be d is solved. "save by consent of" the 'Dom , 
Will not destroy His oJn good b ) . re( 01,77/1 
as Pro clus pute it ( .210.20f) , as /tA e VA/ Atireff(2/$. AO7 afuz, 
created by T:t 
7/ 
ot A v Jew, A yr.( -77 - the "young god s", 
c 
hom Pro clus also calls of frobe/afer f ( 194..20 , 
zio. o). The r e .141 rbly !7T.e.:::..J.s to be a m st a ke in D i s 
arrange:Llaat of the bracketed clause A V Tov 
0111-A 'Zs "tree r'rfrfo /co: (idyll at III. 211.12. Pro c las 
distinguishes to kind_ s of of v Toy and to corresponding 
C e? 1,f kinds of A VroV - the siLa'22y. (awnwS ) A v -ro v Zrola 
itself and :if roya other things, an t ha g A vrov in a 
certain n resl)e o t ( ir17 ) from itself and from other things; 
a na similarly, amongst v A r.cp , the iry A4L.rrov and the 
obi- A Zs trov fl those t':o±'old relations eJs , .,---..-.--. 
% e r e ' n 
-Ira e C Tf(ou ke r f vro v ) The fir st - -7-10 Keir-Aas iciNv re V _ 
is the characteristic of Voi 71( says Pro c lus, and. t ho 
. c ,, fourth - ro oc7rAws Avretv - o-L evyric r . Acco,2ding to 
D iehl I s ar ra ngem ent "T"No rsp-r,(rTov is T TAI 77-,1 
' 
ept, e a--(3 q so qT sec:Fr:too 0.113 icy° Jo4A IO ez act aq ST 
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facto " dissoluble into t heir simple eleme nt s ; but tiay 
nevei-Ni 11 be dis solved be cause they are Fry,/ of the 
D emiur se , and , as Pro clus o1sehore r °marks ( III .3z1-0 .22 ) 
it is not the nature of tin at vJilich UflitOJ to dis so lye any 
1Aore than it is t;:le nature of co la to ,-2jive 'neat or of ;ood 
to vio rk evil. At the same t Lae in his arm ie ty to give 
due dignity to Or eyKO fat 10 I e Fvfas ilia-fibers of the divine 
hierarchy, Pro c lu.s is at pa ins to shoo fart her that they 
are vfor v v as veil as Tr( To:, I c 
(S0VAy0V (111.211.21, 212.16, cf.274.65 - ker4 
ftkhr ;10 ex(rot) , in op_oosition to Soverus, .Atticus .ars1 
ut r.rc1.1 ho iite correctly understood aus 
to be that the "young gods" are thc_lir ein nature diseolable 
but are indissoluble by will of the Demiurge 
2irst DI all, God Hi:in.:self prepared "the Llost 
p 
( To Ur-terser-0V ker Tunic roY 
Crf 0 v 
e 
VV 71.) V 
divine and most holy eleLient" 
45a) of the huidan soul, the "ilmicr tal glayr o f a lo rt al 
creature" (42e, 9c) , in the same cup in which he had 
1 before fashioned the soul Di the vorldand from -re 7t4 v 
/ reesafv ere Acura. (<1,1d) , the residue, that is, of the three 
ingredients 1 eft over after the cons Lruct ion o± the cosmic 
soul, as Pro clus says ( 111.257.5) . he divided the 
substance thus foamed into 3.J _ -;ouls as there w ere stars 
and placed each soul in a star " as in a chariot" (±le) . 
There he revealed to than' all "the nature of the universe 
and it s fated las". The reason for this is, as Proclas 
en. 
observes ( 111 .302, 28-31) , to ensure that tiie souls them- 
solves, aîLi nc thoir Cre a tor, siaalL b res-oonsi b lo for 
thcir nt1SdOC1S. Jo may He re no e 1)o int O± similar it y 
it ijtI1 iio myth of t Phu ed. ru s t,/ Ile re at 259e -253a ib is 
said, in the sue sz.drit , that a man "lays hold oi his 
os,-)n od with his memory", that is to say, directs his 
conduct by recolle ction recoznition of a ii:Loral law 
or standard which had been disciose d to his soul be fore 
its incarnation.cf. iiicc le s ia st icus XTII. 11-12: "Besides 
this .he gave them know7 edge, and_ the law of life for an 
heritage. lie made an eve2lasting covenant with them, and 
showed thorn his judgehion ts . At first all Joro to come 
into the w or 71 d alike, as alien, "that none ziay suffer 
hand i cap at God' s nd (-1 le ). hoevjr should overcome 
s lower nature "throuhout his -1.1:1e term" should a:a in 
return to a b s ed. tonce in hi star. But 110 r 
shouli succumb to no allurements of sense should_ be 
born a3.a in. in the for of a joiilan, and, in the ca se of 
cont inu.ed icl,cedno s.rz-3, should sink ver loer by various 
transmigrat ions until -Zinal redemption is :Jo n by conque.,,st 
of the distracting and contain ina t int; impulses of earthly 
existence. Thus ayrizeci oJ their aosiny, the souls are, 
then sown by God into the "inst ruldents 01 " time" , the 
planets which they ar e to inhabit, for incorporation in 
human bodies. N. (1) There is no justification VI ha t ve r , 
as J.C.loolr. -Idilson has ShOVril ("On the Interpretation of 
Plato' s i.2imaeus" , pp .51-53 ) for Martin's and Arc he r s 
supposition that the souls set in the stars are large 
portions of soul- substance 'not as yet differentiated into 
particular souls" (Archer-Hind p.141 n.13), "vastes depots 
de substance incorporelle" (T'` rtin, "Etudes" II.p 1b1). 
Timaeus distinctly says ËVC - tc- c K r/ ifirós rk rrov (41d) , 
i.e. while in the stars the souls Lre already- differentiated 
and learn of their t d estine6 embodiment and are then sy own 
into the various nianets in which their embodiment is to 
take place. It is indeed hard to see flow Archer -Hind can 
reconcile his own explanation of the assignment to the stars 
as intender to account for individual varieties of character 
with his other assumption that the soils thus assigned. "are 
not particular souls nor aggregates of particular souls". 
(2) The eiabodiment of souls, as both Plotinus ("Ennead"' 
IV . 8.1) and Proclus (111 .325.14) notice, is in the "Timaeus'f 
represented as the fulfilment o±.' a cosmic law and as 
necessary to the perfection of the universe, and is not c_ue, 
as in the "Pha,edrus" (248c), to a self -caused decline on 
the Hart of the souls themselves. The teaching of the 
"Timaeus" is tiles: t the existence of ®VyTic' is essential to 
the completion of the universe . To Bv7Tóv there must be, 
as Proclus says at III.222.3f., so that all things possible 
,, nìay exist and that there r.:lay be no lacuna between 71e ovTK 
á Fr and , ó µ7e44 my and in order that the world may 
be an adequate copy of To 7l'1vf(1K fiov (c±III .227.13) . The 
addition of 71; =' consummation ßv ?.c i s ir1 __: c t the and 
crown ( 71f.í10-1 cocrS ) of the world's constructive life 
(223.15). T ere are, ie explains earlier (III.J 7.J i ), 
three kin:._s of "wholeness" ( ® ® TgiS ) imparted by the 
_46_ 
Derniurge to the universe . First o.1 all, the Der:Liurge 
ci 
had made the world a o ilov /reo IreJlv /A4. 021v when 
¿ív,ov ¿#vcvv He created it a )Jcí t , Then He had 
made it a O o v 7Zn v/t F lw J'1h e n He ,:a V ; a, ß {C oyf/ ec 
to the elements of the body of the universe ahcl divided its 
soul into various parts. ?`Tow finally He makes the world 
U r7 
a 0 40 Vv Tw /14,41-eF by giving to it mortal Kinds and_ 
all animals - his greatest TLeov - and thus coinpletinb 
7 r its ¡S6r0/tarS to T -vr w1- r:`g Js:bv hus the i_tiiver::e J 
is truly orA C ®6v . 
The De.:iiurge then "withdrew to his rest" 
and. left Iris lieutenants to conplete what He had begun. 
"trerythin, subsequent to the sowing He delivered over to 
the young gods, to mould mortal bodies and, having 
fashioned all that remained of human soul needing yet to 
be added and everything adjunct to mortal bodies, to rule 
over the mortal creature and to .pilot it as nobly and as 
perfectly as they could, without evil save what should 
befall it by its own fault" (42d,e) "Borrowing" from tie 
universe fragments of the four elements, the minor deities 
built the human body and the "mortal species of soul ", 
subdividing this inferior portion of soul furt_.er into 
higher and a lower pa: t . To the higher half belong courage 
(cC rif :--í c ) and mettle ( 14,/tA o s ) , to the lower the 
9 sensuous appetites (F7r, 11 rác r ) . The first is planted_ 
in the breast within hearing of reason, the se cony is 
lodged below the midriff like an animal tied in a stall 
with the stomach to serve as a manger and the liver as 
a "mirror" ( Acd Tow Tfc' reflet Lag. the messazes of 
the brain (69d-'.'2,a). divine e1uerit vJh ich `JJ as the 
direct work of the Deiaiurso was assigned to the head, 
with the neck as an i S t !MU El bet eon it and the mortal 
soul. 
At 47e the argument of Tiiiiaeus ta':es a new 
direction. "If any man Aould declare truly how the univers:) 
has come to be, he ust include also the rrant Cause 
, 
t ---iruve9Akvi oc-irfrot , so far as its nature admits" (8a). 
The "Errant cause" or "lloce2sity" 
a 
t oe f IC7 ) which 
we have so far neglect od, flow d_emarft s at ten.ti on and 
its e:_ziainat ion .Jill 3ntaila "return upon our steps" 
I, 
( 7rd Ary evmcvegio-ov, 48f). Hitherto ,ue have for the most 
part been discussing ro0 (f f- 0 Veryt FI/of.. 9 the 
expression of rat lanai_ plan, without r etiard to -re 
..ltrlyKis, the subordinate mechanism which applies the 
"deans of this expression. So far, thereitre, it bas been 
sufficient for our purpose to take for 'ranted the 
Siapedoclean quaternion of "roots", fire, air, Aater,earth, 
and to re.-Lard them, as itapedocles had done, as the ultiiiate 
constituents or "simples" of the world of sense. In point 
of fact, however, so far from being the simple A 3 C 
170 rX t-rot ) oi the alphabet of the universe, they are 
more composite :even than "syllables" ( cri/V44kur ) . Instad 
of accepting them as unanalyzaJle "elements", we have now 
to go behind them to what is truly ultimate, and to begin 
7 , from a fresh "st ar tirv_;-point I' e A gi 48b zior e 
satisfactory and more scientific than our original 
distinction at 27d-28a between 
yo? Till and 
-Pr 
0 V and yryv 0/14.ftroVr 
,dt 
OC, Vy rev, the eternal and I;he transient. 
Accordinl.y, we must nc\ dist inguish three 
,lfornisiTT ( di ,48e): the pattern ( Incee vfiri) , the copy 
e r 
( fAk VIA , and the "rei,-)ository" ( (lire yeti') or "nurse" 
( Tr Vyv 7) Of be cominL. i.he first is the 7re v-rp F!.I 
suprasensual and cosni'iable by thought; the second is 
the Idatorial ord_r, created, aestru.ctible, and a2-2rehended 
by "perceptual judgeLient". Loth of these have ady been 
discriminated. Our new factor is that wherein the cosmic 
process comes to pass, an everlasting receptacle which is 
itself without quality or configuration but is capable of 
receiving any d'yter.ainat ion froa.1 without just as a 
scentless oil takes on various perfuhles. It never 4nyw here 
or in an rc ay assumes any of those Sh.afas that enter into 
it" (50e) . It is as it \Nurse the "laou/d" or "plasm" 
2 
K/14.7 141°V) on which form is impressed.. It is in fact 
"lio().11" or "Eipa ce" 'X' --nfro S 5a) , gaohiet ric al 
7 f v extension, "invisible and -rorrales ocvoe(rov ker .v.40e yov 
51a) . lt is the soat ial continnum or the volume in 
which the 1ie an events of nature go on and receive 
p contour, and. as such it is too "dim and dark" , too 
"hard to cohip rehend " (51a ) to be anything: more than an 
abstract ;Logical conceyt, "accessible by a bastard sort 
reasoning (52b). 'de have thus three "Kinds" ( yevif 
50o): that Which comes into be in, that in which this comes 
into being, and that of which it is a natural copy. 
" t 1 
The pa t tern plays une role of father, the Vivo ffeAithat 
9. 
of mot he r , a nd b as o t ten a[ t he two ( FKrvos) is' the 
co ncrete physical w or ld 
Anterior to thz..i3 comtruct ion of t he 
2 
semblances of 7-K o lirrC oc had already besun to enter 
9 
OVe0CVOS 
upon the, &iro4rofi1 but in such a way t ha t it only sho,i ed 
7/if 
rude "traces" ( v7 ) of definite struc tar.s?.. tinin 
were dith0115 method or .,eaure" (53a). God cazie and 
imparted order to the imbroglio. God "systematised the 
elements with fonds aai numbers" (53b) , i.e . converted them 
into bodies def ini tely cp.alifie.d and quantified.. "!.e nst 
conceive tha t the proportions of the ele,dents in regara 
to the. L. multi t ade aiÍ niotions and t he re st o their 
pro p Jrt ies , w hen Lod had coipleted thpla in all these ways 
through precision, were t hen co-ordinated. by tiim in due 
ratio" ( 56c) U-od ''introduced among them such measures of 
prc,jortion and r_ J1àrit as tH_y ,ould admit, each one 
in respect of it solf and. a l 1 in respect o ! one another 
( 39b ) . 'it:111 the se He ordered fr-,r th in the beginning, and 
ou of them constructed this universe" ( 89b ) . 
Now -Fire, air, w at ar and ear th are solid 
bodies, and every solid body is circumscribed by plane 
surfaces; every plane surface is composed c f triP:nglas; 
and the two primary triangles are the rectanulat iso,3cles 
(the "half- sciva " of the PythaL;areans ) and t he rectan'u1ar 
scalene ( the Pythagorean "hr, lf-trianL;1e" ) . iorom the 
latter we et the eLiuilateral triangle and thence the 
thre.) regular solids, tetrahedron (Tihicl) ic ttie 
elementary corpuscle of fir e ) , octahedron (air) ) and 
icooahedron (a-Dr); from the former we get bhe square 
and t hen tile cube ( earth) . In this way fir 3, air, and 
Vj a te r are into rchange ab le ih ono ano ior and so give 
rise 6o al 1_ the dif ferent varieties of body - ice, s tone, 
alkali, and so on; 2ar th, how ever, admits o no transmu tat ion 
because its frame -work is dependent on a different radical 
triangle (153c-56c ) . Thus VJ e see that the shape and quality 
and variety o_ bodies are dependent in their la st analysis 
on the geomot -L'i3 al structure of their elementary par ticles; 
each is in fact an example of the comb inat ion of t to 
Pythagorean factors, Limit ( irje S ) and Unlimited ( 0(717refrov ) . 
The remainder of Tilliaeu.sl discourse d_als 
o it h the principles of physiology, pathology and psycholphysics 
(69a-87b ) Th3 point throughout is to shoo) that the .various 
parts and functions of t1.3 human organism are contrived 
Tor the best". Thus the lungs were devised to act Li?. s a 
cushion too soften the bounding and throbbin of the heart 
in time, of exc it lent ( 70d ) ; the winding tile intestines 
as meant to serve as a -precaution against gluttony (73a) ; 
nails, though of little value to -men, oere givem to them 
to afford a means of defence for the inferior animals into 
which they would e»generate ( 76d) . Diseases of the body 
are explained. as arising :)artly from disturb anc'es in the 
normal relations 
. sub sisting be to e en the four elements \i'J hi oh 
make up the body' s constitution, partly from disorders in 
r r 
the oft1v-r41 iticnicorfis or secondary strH3tures .of the 
body, - blood, flesh, marroo, bone, sinew, ana partly from 
the vicious humours which arc An:lr iOUS i'oris of "bile" 
(NoAgi) and "phlegm" (Acp...., 1, Ahich a.P.ain are simply 
r 
unnatural. . condition s set up by decomposi ti on ( 7-7kF c4 e v) 
the flesh (81e-86a). Diseases of the soul are rearded 
as essentially patholosical, arisinj, in oarticular from 
the Unhealthy secretions of bile and phlegm, and it is 
aceordinly insisted that no one is wii1in1y wicked. 
koCA S ee keW 0 etrf-IS , 36e). Vice is 3 iLl ly an. involuntary 
deransement produced by physical aberrations and as_TE.Ivatc.id 
by faulty training (37b). Hance proper eaucation is 
indispensable to :,lental and uoral 1ealth. The whole aim 
of life 3hould be the pre:rvation of proper balance or 
proportion CorvitiA4c-TerIc ) in the Cvshvitontsv of soul and 
body by due exercise of both; the "mens sana in corpora 
sano" ici imaeus' ideal. Our L:reatest care, however, 
should_ be the soul, since it is to be "th3 -ro 
xt(ieywyei v 89-d ) of the body and conta ins in it s highest 
j)at o U2 "a'uLardian spirit's (rscr>Awar,90a, 903) an our 
means of LiLortality. 
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wished all things to co le into Dieing as like Himself as 
might be U(29c) . God Tproceeeó to abide in his accustomed 
nature" ( ( -/ i-ve-V Fir 7 
e 
o vfon 'coma Tfmwesv 7 ( ? 42a) . 
r 
God "reflect' and "takes thouÉht't ( Ayr' *t-i, AaYrrof . 30a, 
30b,33a,34a; Mfrs (cc cr r.(V1r or, 0c; C ift -vö7 arc's; r ell', 
s 
37c,37cß.; ¡í(R'16-(1 32a; Vourf(s, 3b; 7 YraTof 33d; 
W( ro, 33a); He shows "forethought" ( Troverep 30b) G.uc1 
t. 
exercises "will" (32c,41a,41b) ; He ttsees and rejoices" (37c) ; 
He speaks and comman&s (41ä,41c); He makes calculations (31b- 
34a, 35b -36d, 38c-3(;,c). Above ail, He is explicitly said to 
n 
have mind or understanding ( voCs 39c) and since also vows 
cannot dwell in anything without #xyvr (30b) , the Demiurge 
must be a Soul. As such, He is the ttbest of the causes" . "It 
was not nor is right for the )est to do aught save what is 
lost fair" (300) -cf .Job YXXIVT .10 . "Fir be it from ro!'l God that Ile 
shoul(L do wickedness; and from the Almighty that He should 
committ iniquity" and James 1.17, "Every good gift anc:. every 
)erf ;ct gift is frog. above, and cometh down from the Father of 
lights, with whom is no variableness,neither shadow of turning" 
Thus it is clear that the Demiurge of the "Timaeust 
is no vague abstraction, but is a living rational Person who 
thinks, feels, and \)ills, a spiritual Being who is the Eupreme 
personification of intelii {_fence and beneficence. 




ancients" ( of Ark Aoaro, ) the Epicureans denie& the existence 
r 
of any Deìiiuro of the wor the St o ic s adm itted a 
D era iur oe but niaintined t hat Ho is in separable from 
'7 
matter ( cf.I .414.1 f Chrysippus made God oc/rwe rife,' 772 v 
Ic 0 t1 ,AA-f V inseparable from His subjects, and. thus 
virtually corifii9.0d iiatoria1 and teri al ) and the 
Pe.ripatetibs, while, rantin a sepa To te caus e , conc.; iv ed 
of it as final and. no t efficient. The Pythagoreans and 
Pia to , ho'Aever , both -affirmed a distinct efficient cause, 
the Tmlliurge. Proclus tries to justify this position by 
reference to Aristotle' s on theory that God is the intellect 
which mov as the v4 or ld as the object o it s love, on the 
rouncI that t he iorlcI niUSt obtain he in and an unlimited 
pner of existence from the object of its desire as el 
as an unlimited p °flier of motion. $.2;a1 seems to he a polemic 
on Pro °lust par t a2;ainst the interpretation put on Arist tl eT 
conception of God kith more justice to is tot le' s oJn 
words) by lexamer of 2ph.'odis1as, as distinct from the 
view of Simpli clus , adopted by the Eeo -Plat onis t , that 
tile God of Aristotle is in a real sense a zoduci:2..LI as \v ell 
as a final cause. 
t . 25f. Pro clus, records the various 
ØV refOgyrieor :1.%,), a r d . the urge 
11, the expressions of wc (40 of Trto 1 or -rro AolleTffel 
and 09 -ntAmor are us-ed by Pro clu s in a very fluid and 
, ind ea. init e W ay . or 7rf f-tfio V rt. fa and or -Fr.( Ad, ofratf o 
zanerally refer to the "Eclect ic" Plat onis and eo-Platonists 
interpetat io.ns of 
of the second. , third, and :fourth c anturie s At ticu_s , 
Nuinenius, Plot inus, Porphyry, IaLfolichus , Tlieoftorus, 
as in Uie p res. en t pa s s a pr. e and au , for La stan(.2,.; 
and I II . 103 . :1.7 , hi1 o Ts( Aoc ro r se aca to Jan t h(.2.1 oar1icr 
1. 
thinkers after Lristot le, as e.g. at 1.236.21f. or even 
Aristotle h s as at 1.10.7, or his disciple TheophratuF-1, 
as at II . 120 .8 . But th.o d.istinction is no t by any hiaans 
an c,axa c t one , for c f . I .310.3, he re the 1E: t r P1 t onis t s 
e 
of -irstAAtfo' 1.Proclus tells us .that al so s of as 
(I) Eulloni us thought tiro vier, ',,Lree 3ods - Father, Laker, 
tire or III thus d is tingairihin tuio Dal ill rges ( c f. III .103.-8); 
( 2) litticus identified the De1iuro ith the Goo a; (3) 
Plot inus, liite Nuaiienius, also .aOsod. that there Jera tu 
DrliarZeS - the -cal led "i,iaker and. 2ather" of 28c ard the 
Intellect of the, ,:o r la; (4) Aid:: lius conceived of a triad of 
DemiurgJS that , Ho that has anC. He that sees, or 
Bain_ , Into , and Intellectual (cf 1.393.16 and III. 
103.18 , aid P lo inn s ".:Inn..) ad " II .9.611); (5) Porphyry rea ad 
the DaiiurL;e not as voCs but as a ./ A 7 Lich uses vogS as 
pattern (cf.I.4,31.22 and. II.99 .r60 ) ; (6) Ianbliclaus understood 
by the De:IdiurEE.,, the entire Kefo244.es ver:s or intelligible 
order; (7) '.i2hoodorus fo 110A ad in a ssuminL.; three 
Daidiurges ; (8 ) >3yrianus reza rd. ed. the 'Da-a iur ge as an 
inte llectual trod as dist inct fro:a the int,_:.:11igible and froiii 
the into lligi -inta 11,a tua'3_ la IS par t jeu. lar :tun ot ion 
being the production c int,s-211.ect, T V00 -WO CVV- C ìay p 
-56- 
UL)Ofl al 1 t e cu .1 at ions t passea by 
lici1u: fl t hE.3 into rpr e Ca t ion o Ahie 1 ius that th,:iy 
7 
fl are "too extrava-:ant and far -fet cheat' ( ft7y7 rys ev 
IrterrOs 4fu-(Kfuweipm 4f7 Pro cluo 1.398.27) , but they at 
least serve to indicate the importance which the (rtArov10S 
of the Ttaaeus assumea in the eyes' of later expositors. 
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.; ith 30d, "unto t hat ,,,-1 hie h is t lie fa ir e st o thins 
into .1.1igib le and alto Lather p ofec t a i.C.I Gt-od wish to liken 
it", compare 29e, "God wished all .thins to be oaf:I.:2 as like 
Trahlz, o lf as .;:ti p:lit 'fy, " . ( ',.-. ) r.1211e, -7rx ( AVE-, rat can no ve r be 
"se co nd. wi t h another' (:.) la ) and is "a 11 erfe c t" N lb . 
Ye t God ±3 " t ha most per fe ct" (Oa) and " t he 1,1..o o t excel 1 en t 
c:í: na t ur es int a Ilisib le and, e t e rn al " (5 7 a ) ( ','., ) T h e 
d e scr ipti on of the -TrtedtIrf-trit as "a 1 i vi ri 4. b ei .ni:: which is 
et erna i ly " (7c7Cf.31b) s .:-) e.Li s t o im -0 ly that it is an imat ed 
a n d is the so ur c e c-f li fe to all else. '2 he se and sil-ailar 
pas saL; a s, le ad Zix c 113 r-Hind to the s u.Liziary co nc :1 12 ion that 
Plato "had reached a :period in. his YAetaphysic ,5 here he 
delib3 rate ly aififmed the identi ty of thouzht and it s object" 
( p .116n.) and t hat he pr e sent s to u s in -.'61-ie '2 imaou s 1 t a cola nlete 
and coherent scheme of monistic id eal ism" ( Int rod. .ie . 2 ) . But, 
as VII e have seen, unlo ss ..i e are to denude the God ei '.42ima3us 




.1 ti ev than w it h the (-WI' W TA yoc evc. 
1 
11 o i th dentify e verl/ o Ti.4rt 0V krdth the t 
r 
¡spumy flit) s is to return to the (Did fallacious view that the 
"To rms" are t 'no. 1..d.. eal c on con ti on o -L.' t 1,1 a uor ld l'-o rmc) d in God 
intellect - an interpretation which was adopted almost 
unanimously by t he ear ly I'at hers of t he Church. In the 
saido it-q ay Phi lo conceived. of t he World. as t he on tw ard and, 
rjnsic ' az;,:.0 re s s i on of the A ' , r ',I ors fvirlevfros or :Lilt rinsiò 
an.resat o of (-4-7 indw el lirk: in tile m Lad of God . 3u.ch a 
concep tual i t view of the f ifioi tinirq eV '-'1' ^* (- '1, ---' '' 1 -7' t ' ''' ,.. , 1,-,, buiuual 1..,:y 
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that the Fif17 are as it \Aare uasi -c one rote "thinzs" existing 
in SOikC isolated supra-cosmie "intelliEii 3. 1 e worl[1.". There 
is no doubt that , as Lotze seems to have been the l'irclt 
to insist, the thought at the .b o ttom of t he theory of 91Po riat" 
is the a priori "validity" or "time1,3ssness" attachinL: to 
universal and eternal truths and lay:v s c Maud. ,"Des 
e r Philosphes Geometres de la Greco - Plato et ses or edecesseure 
327.-ff) . 
It i c 1 ear , then, t ha t in .v ir t ue o this 
"Pf f 
e-Qendent character, the frith though 1,:-nov,in by God , do not 
depend. for their e-x:is tone e on His -thou zht about t hem and. 
cannot be simply subj,cctiVe states of i±is consciousness or 
creations of His into Tbey are fixed sì eternal 
truths, and. so Goa thins of them as they are and acts in 
accordance A it ;2_ them. F ef.iiluthypiaro 8-10, ro ovev is N 
Irtbat h ic }-1. the oc s approve," , i . an act is ant ent y 
religious , ,rsooca. or ba.a "by nature" , and. is ar ov ed. by the 
goas for that e aso n . T he ethicai corollary of the whole 
theory, o course, t ha t there real 1-y is an "eterna.1 zAnd 
iniutahle "h10 ra lit y in1.oendont of individual ana subjective 
judgement, that moral "values" are what t hey are once for 
all and a15, ays and co n.F_I tit ate the only trga and valid 
ethical standard . 
e uiiinrms " , w o m ay say, are the Lia-au t ab le 
Ft values" rflTjch Goa /riD orcei ye sit ( Koceo(ti 39e) and whose 
direction Ho follows. The uvor.las" and. Mind are both 
distinct and yet , as i ate 11 igibl o object and conscious 
b jo ct , they ar e essf-Dnt jai ly rola te d. (tho thought osta b i shed 
a t "Par,iienid es" 12). Mind and '.2ruth are co - to rnal , io inter- 
dependent yet ecjuaily priürciiai 11.111C au s ed. priliciples. 2?) e 
are the "causa exalii.olor is" whose perfe ct ion. inspires 
G-od, the "causa effie.,iens", in the onlerinj: of the universe. 
7 A 
(e may no t e t ha t in liapu blic the Fe r eS Tie yet vo v s 
exhibited ra ther as the taleoloL:ical than the efficient 
cawie cf.Eop.VIL .J97b. i?roclus Keeps he Good or tha 
cf final cause and ocv Fiffn Pov the fond of 
dr:anis, or the forn a 1 cause , definitely dist irict . trò0s,. 
he says ( I . 361.16f. ) , prod u.c.; es at once fro an. the pa ttern, 
trl it h rs.ferenoe 10 ( Trf ofs ) which it iiiakeS, and from so rya ne ss , 
on ac co ant of ( ) which it "Joke s. lie u.ot es the simii e 
of Atticus (33c5.9), that , as the oar ;i2ente,r -makes al I his 
p re (auc tions Of wo od, but ac co r dinz to different "fornis or 
"pro po rtions" ( nor rn ) iaks one thii a b enc h , another a 
bed, and 50 011, so God la as cs ail. thinzs good, bu u zives them 
distinction by using t he"arciae typal causes': Actua fly, 
ho r,J eve r , the -Ifo :cilia 1 and t h :i final cause coalesce in the 
"T. LAaeus" as in AriF;t otl e T s ilia taphjsic . Tile Vor / óv ¡eV 
is not only the fond. oí organisit but also, as the --rraffaftfrry/440C, 
is the goal of the DaraiurgeT s activity end of the world' s 
d eve lopment . 
he relation of the irrov(yos to the -rig)" 4140C, 
is fulV discussed by Pro° lus (1.319.26f. . The world, it 
has been shown, is r-vii Tory , and as such it ni.ust have a 
Demiurge or Irtificer. i-low every artificer whose work is 
oner ar 'fl r3 ehe n.d the for ( v''y e s 0 
a r rci ts ) ou -t; 1.13 t ho p :co du. o e s T_-)no e it 
k Ji 0 11 0 VP2, t 0 ..7J a 
7,r 
or Kr Troy' "Fr f of 14-1/61411KeV 
as as ozi O.YLt . Jha hen is t Dr o ro7.atioii 
t h i r t tL: t1ire r t ao : 
it nay b rinriiy existe nt in t De.. iur: L!1ì' 1f, or it 
Li ay be oub r d LTIL t iz-1. .1.1Fa a y b ant t 
o -2 or 114Actrof Plotinus ivoured t fi t 
hypo t si.s , Lon inu s e and Porphrry iuird. 
kr, o ( 1_ ) the D ,r,ge 1:1.111:1.--..,: t so r 
hr, Tree f t4C-11 yft4 se , 110 is in e ffe o t inte i and no 1.; 
inte 12 a ; ) 1± -tile pa t rn -f"-.) oturior to 1-1C3 
Liaj1n.F7 SOL t3nin: in fa ri O r tii O b c t o ± tf. is t ho ?It , 
a r.tt t hi :LI io in° orr.1 is t tit 'i 1 divinity. It E0fl0.Js 
t at the in( eafirerst 00 ant c ed e nt to tte Doiinrj.e 
3:3 . 10 ) and a S C " s en" or contez_p lab ad b,7,7; Lira. But 
r 
t min() t ;la t he 'Trice e 0 f-r Ot ± ;3 a::hernal to tuo 
el se !Iis oonte h.Lio 1 at i on 1.r4 iJL be, a n oLeration of 
311 2 0 nd not of inte lligenc e. It folloTi s t re fo re that 
tile Dauorn QonteLiplatod. by the D ern iur 7e is also o in aim, 
t 1-). .; 
- o . .11. 7_ , 
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God, then, is reard ed in the "Tilliaeus" as 
a livin,g, self-conscious Parson or Bin, thini.,:i ng, choo sinr. , 
d e c id in ,7); , and act ilk: . He is , it r t he r , in ti hia t el y 
), ,.. 
% 
re la tea to the Er ® ,,:i1 hi3 h .111.e up the content of the VOrr, V 
el 
64 0 V in t laa t they ar e t he D r op er object, t ho.u.ja no t the I G 
product, of His thought . But 'the creation of this ,J,1 o rld" , 
says 2 imaeu s at z.LT..... , " Has a :mixed one, and arose froz, a 
C 0 .11. al r I' ence of i;eoess it :.7 (Tdad. -i,-.1 i rid " So again a t 68e ','1 o are 
warnea to di iferentiat e be trii een t..,..i o "spe cies of ca u se" - 
( 
9 
the necessary ( avotraerev ) and t he alvine e;fe._¡ev 
ha t , then, is thie u rt her ector ? Have we in " c e s 9 it y" 
/ 
OC voc y K ) all° 11C3 r ocua1iy indendent princizd.e side by 
side VJj th 4.4-jAct or Go d ? 
Now 'V.ro u_L;11.oui.,; his discourse Tilda ens seams 
to represent the Da-Liu:0g° as a ."finite God", or at least as 
unable to do a11 He ,,uo u la like . i phrases are 
continually used in the description. of His activity. God, 
ve are told., ished t o co..a-L.lunic a t,, His Cgi 11 likoness to al I_ 
thinzs as far as possible ( órrr/frePArarret 29e); He desired 
tbat tiere ould be no evil as far as i Kite r.c 
c r 5 1 f o 9fr fv. , 160a ) He so u . E j ht to : i l l : a t hr-D fir o du c t 
( 
If 
IV or hana nship as be au t fu. an 1 d. 1S od poE-', si b .1 e ( rr 
f TT ID V ¿(c-rot rf., `; b ) Ho iantì to the 
Universe ido s t near ly /A.c/ fcrrk to the fairest and be st 
-Ú- 
(30d) ; He intended the universe to be as far as possible 
( óT,,IA( ter, ) a perfect living creature (3a1); it was 
His aim to work out "the best" as far as -possible ( kere -re 
ciuvrCróV ,46c); He formed. the elements to be as fair and as 
good a;.- 'S  possible (l xa:AA r áTc elm Tc, 53b) ; He introduced. 
measure among the elements in as many kinds and ways as they 
could. admit measure ( cr M NTi icy ores Tr- ICd4 oW y crvvcrñv Iv 
c 
69b) . In the same spirit Timaeus Teaches at 42a that individuE i 
souls are "of necessity" ( C d Votyk7 S ) implanted in 
bodily Pori -.s and. that it is " necessary " ( ovVdyK«v) that they 
should all have sensation. So at 39c -d the portal soul is 
spoken of as bearing "dread and necessary passion;i' which the 
junior d,Jities "necessarily" blended with sensation. At 
46d-e a sarp distinction is drawn bet \Jeen those causes which 
"have uncierstandin, and are producers of things fair and good" 
and those again which "are devoid of wisdom" and/produce on 
each occasion hazard and disorderly effects ". At 48a "Necessity 
is definitely called "the Errant Cause" ( TìAItvw,u.`- oe ria ) 
which Mind cannot coerce but can Only "persuade to direct most 
things ( Tec ?lAÑ riot ) created to the best issue". The same 
thought is repeated at 56c: God glade the world perfect ''only 
in so far as the nature of TTecessity, rendered willing by 
persuasion, allowwved" . In this capacity Necessity stands 
particularly for all the ancillary or co-1comitant causes 
, 
r 
( 0-u Vet 46c, rumµ(ToU1 T(C r46e , f T [f 
i 
viry fcrovQ"dr, 68e ) 
which God has to use for His intelligent purposes. 
':_e \vilole of this account of "Necessity" or 
the "Errant Cause" does seem "prima facie" to imply a 
-67 
u al is tic posi ti on 1 ike t he Zoroastrian and Nttnicha o an 
c onf 1 lc t betw en 0 rmu zd. , t he sod. o light, - nd riman , the 
sod of darkness. "Necessity" appears to represent a second 
ncy exte rna 1 and antitliotic o vo 7& , a b 3_ind e rr a t ic 
11"o roe ich hampers or frus t rat os God inte11iLent eciri 
bat ihich ul..o to a c ert a in 1ì1t He is able to reuiarjzo 
hs ;as the interpretation put upon b 7 
Plu barch ( o . 100 . D ) ho ax.t ra ctcd fro 
"Las" X.393d. that t V Ay is TtQV t Pr, foe -rig2.0/ 
kiCKWV , thu cacc o aU. t in:72,73 C: 
theory of an ( PC 
')/ 
/Cre Tof ft2 
/ 
and id en tified it with t ge volt k7 of the " s " ( "d e 
Anima° Pro c neat ione." 101,10 ) t'.42he a sumoti on Li.: that there 
is alA a.ys Jt certain rractory LocIicui11 of cirefiK7 
can not T,'"j 0 1 7,4- reu.1tc and which vi1i not to fiity 
and ad u st an t , and. t hat fro .;:a this in t ra. t 1 'eciaauiui. arise 
the taper±octions and disorder of the physical world. Plotinus 
s r ly Una e r s tan.' s by 2vefix7 t hc rincij.e " 
("Ennead " 1.8.7, 111.2.2) , bat 'hcr3ac Plutarch e s ar7lAcif 
a'. -third. 044 int e rm ed. i at e bcveen God and !LLatt.ru Cie Anirnae 
Pro el'. 1044,-b ) , Plot inus aOfifl1t1f id en t ifi e s it 11 t "Lat t.,,,L; -2" 
( "linne ad" III-. 2. 2 ) 
But such a c on. r; op t on of " the Errant o 
$0 Lie thine intiependent OL and antas onis tic to awl and as 
ons nt ly t he calls e of evil is uuie inco-m.pat b, le -;; it h 
the Graphasis on God s omnip o tenor:, at ZZc,4la,4d,and 63d. 
Mind a lom resp ons b le for the .p s t order of t he univercc. 
Soul is rc_zax15:od ac the prim-3 o± overjthik: olso in t?i,e, 
uo ) o T:( s eS J.:OAT tIll ail- To uoT s P1113 OTI OLT 
. 1 " 0,T 
. 
g . T 
. US 0 GIT G ii UOTUUU2. 71 14. CM GE1OO pue u o T q.c.rn o o 
s -e ot-ITTTs s T -p o ss o Cft O 1.7; o o e 
p o D I 1'2 CT -e 0 a [TM p Tie -L .TI1 freITITI1 OI UOTDfl.C' p 
0 F.; T -p OTI: ST.2-T. 
g : n3L1 120 AO 1.7.r. 2 2, CT ) OT -1,?oq ,To 
0 se0 GUV U (T'TYI A0A4yekv 11.4.11.1e6fi 4,1 A' r11- ) DOC 
w 
ST f!,!. LI T cT-n 177_ o n, t:rIc.A tT -t-:A0 0: 0; ( Ado 4 )° 31; 0.1.6(11 )40 
kJ_ ) T J-- o ntryi: cro 1 .T2- T ;DO OtT T e euz ( 
T T PL-G E; gn.i. 0 ) T Ae s T. .71TT 4. OLT ì)O) O e e °IT 1.1u- 
p o o c-7.)T o -gm -c73 S13 S ,T AT TM OLi1 oq. sT -ecT -e o r.4 T TA E) Sç tTM 
111!TttOtftGT2Oç ') 14. 0 T.; ') O X3d O r2f Z7u, 4. TT.T. LT 0 p 
ST ec.-T o S e-L 0 TT M J. Ci ITO T or -6-L. 0,T. C! n,. no 'Tr Cff. 
0; T 1) T s 2T,T T T4 uciq1:T[oJ , PO0 Q. 21; CMUB s (T. 
T T ITO T ;u- ou:4. ; o o; I 
a OT-7, I TAC' .TO f Tsseo OLE ET.; .fl.;. T TTTM .g.7re o SL1-)A3À 
,T .g.nr. S 0 0 ou CL -E.To ut CO 13! T ..Tro (Ins s f..1T o Lis OLT 1,"r1..) 
A etAAi) A, ) 3qGeq -ET 1.7--,LT, (4. nro!:7 q T1TT r, fickA ri/mAni 
rt o T.71:4 Tm GOTI 4tìqì3T 1XÇAÇTj O LTOU EÌ1T EUTE 0 LTOyIJHXIOO 
rte su T -c g, ST. AIDA4VAA A4 it 0.1- aT, 4 s o snlo g 
ti (.,B af o T -po-o is -a poo o T 4.T.T o Sc s T -0 -E o 11-21 
T.Z Tqr Go UGTïC otq. T rd. T o or Tiv T 61 '(7,142 I r_re T A (--) ..T. 
tr-re' q c7. e tfl IC s-T»Y aT. ST.TT 12 ea c.,,qtrT STi TIT iìB 02, E J E)I1 AA 
I o s -TI: 71: enToTeTp OU,!-I. ITO JTIOO2 s TtÏ 
(.7). 
1.1.0 . 0,1ITI r..1 S OTIG 0 ,T ,T On ()ea o,-r xe G TO ST s .e sIt.1T c.) gl o *7 -r " 
-} 
oue T LTC' Cf, pup, Ryç.iotqrn LIT T 1 eo.io TTAO f'1.1.T PIT 0 CTS TUT Tit' 
s - eNAGA ,O T 1 - 
, 
T 0112 V 
. 
r-TM OLI P 
S T11: 0 0 a ( 11 GOUT ) ,.t 11,1 UT S13 Li 0 1:11.7 C 13 S e r2ILTIT 
vhlA0 
-69.- 
to i)rineiple tha t C I 1,411 2rAA0 v (qv vA ti 
veta rvters arilAm-1.376.31f., 379.11f. cf.I1.20.19, 
87.22, 89.19, 31.8.19, 352.24). So again in tho 
case of souls (j)arts 1..,oved "a.b intran) , a voluntary doecl or 
action co rresiiond.s in ualií," to t antoc:)dent choice 
(.c7-& ) and. thoiT;h without qualification ( of w A,231 ) an 
evil d.c.,,ed i cvi1, yet the sa:n2on3e Of evil aet ion Upon ovil 
3i1CiQ 0 is 'i;lio Ut ,D-111.b t of a 1aj Ct nature ( lor4 trffkrf) 
and E.c,i3 sue .h it i ( I . ) Pr001 us eonclude 
tho re for e that evil is nee a sar;y- for biL ¡or at on of who 11 as, 
,D.n6. that a 11 ar by no Wi :! 1 of God (381.8) . Ho 
a.o s not at tribute to e7 ver? Staiilarly at III.L;13.13f. 
I1( -) ins is ts that, t u t 4 11_ L. 41 :1:1 0 r g CH_ f V Tgt Or 




etil( a 0 u Dvil only a f fe Atec K.: ye t tuj 
are not t c b o roa rd ::_)(1 0 r;--2 f)ons J].o o r a v i 1 any 111 o r e than 
C era r o 741 v 0 Ac' Eird Pro e lu s i --_!. ord-1-) hat :Lc on t hi .: 
7/ f -- , 
' 
1 % 
no int - 0-r r 00v (17/ -r-c. e f.Aw 7 irtle-vr-Krtav To KeKoy 
-, to 1 1 1 " 
(',::i0.9), 0 117 aV -foe Kót/ et1Q, e t Tuff) if gf cc, y ar rre Trijv ow ett Vravol 
r 
eyryttf-Tar ef-12v (316.4) . _.. c Or dirily he Irti i 11. no t co unt e.-.-:_,L ..:7..0 '..:) 
., ., any distinction bot eon one 'od vuilo beneficent , efrweettiosi 
and an o tho r w Ho is iL'nant ( Kft Kt) Try 313.15 I 
are all-good, all-perfect, and all-pow erful90 that, 
ho osnr1,-, 
as 
c-4.-3arts , if evil exists, it doos not 
N 
f 
exist in an antecea ent ,,71 a y ( K.rr eTetorA( 
, 
303.16) , but is ad v..:3nt tiou s t F Kr- 'Slid rod d-us 2,2) Tho Doz. iurge 
or Pro° lus is ibhOui t any 1iiitatiOn. r-.2 us at I .38.1.18 , in 
-70- 
c oiiie nt ¡AL: on t he , , i o r d . . s " Go c l . vii is ha d hat all t hi n:s s hould 
b e L.:ood anLl that t tic re sh.oula be not b. in,y,-;. evil as far as 
pos si b le " (30a ) , Pro c lu s d enie s that th,r2; expr el s si on " as fE.',.r 
as pos sib le" ( KA.Tcl (FurvierArV ) connotes any imperfe c t ion 
( fire-Alit avocia4ri ) on God' o part; at II.55.1z1, he insists 
, ? that Lap° tence t stc it, fLvf-14 ) is oreign to the De --,-i.iur e ; at 
III .7, 21-25, ha declare s that God ' o be ne f ic OM e ( [Wan ) 
is a 10 a ys i nv ar ia b 1 e and un tap eded, t ho uL?hweol2.2 El ei VO s hiay 
not be i'it' to receive it; and. at 111.213.3, he repudiates any 
-, r r 
s ap ar a t i on of the De..-Lriure t s (7549tr 1 arr FS fr ma His 0 v vot/lAri 
a 
( c f . 214.15 , WS cf :v47-41 fi re 
r i f--40 r r-4 Orr rovfiov ; ) 
2 ii) real siL,;nilicance o o1 f You 
e 
y 4'7, as 
Prof ass or .2ay lor has 6. emons tra tcid. , is cl os e LvT co nne c t 3c1 with 
T Lila eu :-.,,1 in i t i al (list in° t i on at 29 . b .o . b et e en no le d e" 
i 9 % Poi 
( a n7 aurae ) an " be lie j:" ( Trf(rrr S ) ana t heir co rres .o ond inL 
obcto, ()jct.-fro( and y (-ve4FTS Dziaeus th.are refuses to 
c la La for His account of tile o true tu re of the COSJ.IOR anything 
more than "vr a i s emu lanc e" . He all]. its that it is on 1r an 
ap-or ox Li" a te or "probable" att Oill t at explanation. Po r 
know ledge final and inoo nt ro var t ib 1 e applies only te o b j ect o 
that are correlatively stable and invariable; "exact science" 
is only a tta inab le about that which "iFl." .2Days, a bout the 
"Po:.' and the numbors and figures of pure .:ziathe..,c,atics. 
C 0 S111010E7 how eve r, deals dir ect ly ,ith t ha t which "never is 
It, w 
but is a l w ay s be co iilin:_.: " ; i t s tudi , , 0 not o 0/71.4 v i I T ot bu t 
f y ry vorctfivet , bhin,.._2s peri».,)tua lly SU b je ct to variation and 
succession in tae and p la ce . he ttlaAu s" of natural science 
°Dot pt.71; .ofT ITOfq.0q UOT4;-)TIT[1.STp Ott 
eq iiTV eaGT44 osie geoTIJea Jo oqurX o tnï eaoffr ZuTIMun 
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01:11 TO qUI-1000'a GAT,7 
-r pun; auT7exo oq. .Rpeea eq aRevre 
4snlz ae-cuidsoTTIJ enack eu suToi(Tae oq. :Tees 
"GucTouGT4d 5q eT;E1 op on. IT;J: Rcq. 413TI4 pu-p: 
qco!.!ea oq. ueAe ¿EU esTAea O poaeJeaC ea, grsn7 aEwTsoITT7, 
1i-eQT4Taa enaq et 7,T0Tuy 80soT,I4oCJN ieuoTsTAoJj uoT49, 
eiorT .7uT11,112_uo 
eq aeAeu U120 fEtTiZ, 'TeuoT9,Tco(Yns oq sfevie 
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( e fAx, ) as the object2 uhich it aprehends, on the 
..,jround that "like is :non by like". Ilianedocles , for 
ins tenza , ClQuial.%,;(1. that TTibh eah A s see -earth" - yerry 
4./ 7 
,o4-v -y)f yer tot 0 ire. fAtiLic- V ( Pr a .10 0 ) "In the saaïe 
ay Plato in t eu. the soul o J Ot tiae 
3 1 e nt s k 7t4v (To fl"v) : f or IL:3 is n by like 
1 A e I ey 
( PYVI`nr P1(61X I 1e 0,40 1-6 0/".", and the obi cots 
a o u.nd ed. of ii eke/ .A22 046 e 
S Ori, haa obin .d he cono c,p ti on r. soul as Pervy rricolv 
and t hat; 0 t: So ul as yirevrreTrIC orte ana a(i. a c r 1 y 
7 A e 
ined. i as "se lf v ins numb r" oter T./stet krvoof fovrev) 
Aristot le says LJ3h the, same about tive "aeas at 
(J-06b.2,3f. , Jlire he says that the soul vas Liade out of the 
eieiiente ( rift, cry Kv log -n4v (TrbrAf-rfs.1 ) and d±V1CT d_ 
in amonic ratios " in Or er h t have an inna t a 
Cr p 
ir ion o ro Dort ion" 7n4 of P v y cury 0-VAI Tv vv 
//6, 
ackovvc) eAlt, ) 
Xeno orates , e s t he A cad ailly 
'3 -rL , t person -an t ìJT Ar is t at le in his r efer enc e 
to a third par o cOaiiJineö.. the soul s to funct ions o 
rdo ti on an.d. c 0 n t on. Ac cordi n to Xeno °rat into rpr eta b ion, 
ih Cerivaion of the, soul fro :14 the Ui1JiTiCLea and. the Divided. 
n3presents tile logical dedf.:otion of the series Of oter e1/49",for 
or not ra s fr t he One aril, bhD IflI3Jiuiit5 D -a lity"; 
la iiile thc introuct ion of tAo ot re d i t s , the Same 
and the Other, P rman e no e an 'Tar ty, ts the so ul as 
09,41c, oy e ¡it 1I1 re s t P 113 t; ar 11, "a --;) L izia e 
Procreat lone" ) . Xenocrates a3cordinzly defined. 
t s oul as a "se r" Proclu;.1 ascribes t'are 
ailSì e co n...e..L7t s r.)u.1 s a "nuall bar' bc ristanir, 
S r1L1 " tOb t he 0 th"Jr e.-,7ec).;e e s " ( PA o 
a n n '7 
f4 ern I 71,4V Fpiri p.m( .153.23) and objects to such 
an into rpr eta hi on on the ¿round, t hat Iiiraae,us 111-3.5 given us 
no int iat. ion a t eve r t t s OUT is " null]. be r" . 
Orantor, an other :110111 be r of t he Asacloay, 
3.jr 00d ii1 ristotiu in rez,ard in t psycho3sony as 
on3,3ril. a ri ly ,-iit h. the s nu 7 T c " o o t iv e " cbaractr. 
isr 
He b.:3111i On 011 Off driarra to t 11-D exc u si on of 
OUi's Iistinctiv.J hlJî0:riu11tl is t he 
p 1 e he sion o th s rajcnt and t 113 mutab le , the 
in te 1li.ibT.O and ths sensible, or the Und ivid. ed and 
D iv id ,(1.; E.I.rit also 0-1-: the various r«Latíons of id cut-I ty and 
d iv ersi ify obtainin in arid bet;.oen t h.0 Ob j outs both 
r e a 1.-111 1snc e biie iaroduct i on o -{r? to Ihirt her -la o tor s , the 
Sahie and ti1 CA; r P lu t a.r ch , .01).3 t .1012 . 10 15a The 
soul, in Jr- ntor' s viev-J , is colai,-)o sed. of al 1 th.inzs in order 
t ha t it day CCitC all thin:,:') j)k roefiemiv yk F-Kerarve 
er v Tivre y ry pr.vcrf :Piut citt+' ) 
ef 
p . - 
t Xsiccrt and jrantor, whose reS .-CD .316 ive 
interpretations ses to 2vo dividc1 t he ' earlY Acadc.y, hs2 c] 
in coli.lon, says Plut ar 1013a. 113) , t ha t the s oui is 
not b ego tten in tdimve ars" or "2:0opToties" 
into .,11.icii. -11.2s vvoTre is here a er-tveds ( try votAA-f-f 
er 
Fief-kg 1. r a 1 11 C ij3 nature. 
-IrY1 
111 o TIt0T r3o r,7; TT 3 p GIT 
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Y Fri/ ( .b' -3i 11 , , , Otione, S vi on, ) at 
"Sophist" ,30-2L3.:.., s that 3a.-.6, and 0 ther, as t 
n 
t; CIO .11171' e i vri Tbv o vr of , c o v r the other pair 
2 n and point s in corroboration to the word °rum*/ in the 
I 2 ev 71 /&I*6tI Thy rs- 004 ( vS Iry 711J v r Tbu Ae 1-4 expr e s si on 
eb 
T o e 6 - U p A r e ALfe f 4 0 . 0 " into r. d a . te b u n the uniivied. a 
ancl c1ivideL of these" (i.e. 6f adt. Other). 
is present in ric r (fro and Oiienaess in T.( apf errne but 
r.it er nedoí.as in Toe otAtt (TO t latter in 
mkt' rTot 11.5 6 . . 1 f. ) . reJards the ill. e an i the 
the ..J -four to rs , ne aie for 2 roc 1 us i silailar . si . e 
to "L ( ree(S , the Other t o Un1L.lit ecl," w Frce 
I I . 3 29 :3 32 ) . Und. iv id ed. and the Divio3, in a 
j, one r al s alas , app e spe, ct iv ly to ove rjthinj iiate 11.1. zib le 
an into 11. aet a 1 ani to ev a ry jiality or subotanoc o a 
s ens ible or bod. ly na t u. re ( II. 19 9 f ) . ore p.5..7irticular 
ho Aever, tilo UnIividd nie ans esjcci a t ha int.° llectual 
e of tue un erse and t h Divided t he -b o ii1y, t ;le iii of 
tile s ou b jflT jfl; D12diate b een the to in t hat it is 
"per se" s:-.--)parable fro,(1t the orE;anic 1i±e oZ the, Acr la but 
ic not itho 121; c ont c t iith it 0 30 1A2.25,27,148.25, 
152.21, 15.2,1, üs . 12. ) . 3 CtO Pr o clus rear s the 
soul as copot-1.nd ed. o t h.r e in t e " spe cies" ( Fi(y ) 
the AAA-Co ( f 4/64.c I 41-rov and "A. cv crofir in t he "L;enn " ( y FAR) S ) 7 
7 
s the "AA ro v OÍ oc,A4e froV antf,1.. /Off t fro v the yr, vt, s 
0 t._1erìii3, ana :; 1:0 /0,-* re V O --: 0C/IAT refTo V aild. Aar -re v in 
2 r 
the y f-VO* 13;)inj ( this AA,Wev orpofrov ovcroes 
r r itsolf cal 1 °a eQ1,15--foc - i.e. 4.1_1(...) rfrrel/ cud-riff (-is 158.1). 
'12 iifl t t Ar,cf drat( r hwiy a r .b 1 end ed. , s eus sass, 
r 
nt (3 ono fig-0 , t 1.1a 6'.(1(.) s oul act ua ly be cOide an clrof 
A Ire2V (157.25) . And bhe three y tvy used., Wiwi-0 te' rf- re 
a lad ever , ar e (ils t inc t iv e in b t t hey a re t heias 31v es 
AAA-Ok Vf-rv7 (166.21 and 155.1U ) , and. they are 
orsmimmmi. g 
C r Act- riiIC in t SJ.iSL tilaiJ III ach o them "L Li it " and 
1JnhjiLL Jo. A 'o T. y ( 160.5 ) , have equal aoninicn 
( 137.23f . . i± t " e re an. or o .1) o er ful than. "IJnLLtiL e, (I" , 
s :yr t yffify T,.0121(1 be ap7 reTte "U n 1 La it ed" w ere - 
t "L im " , t hoy u be frrx . .11 s it is , t he tiri o 
ar (.3clu a s , so bha t thr y(.v ar /tAX-6-01. three 
y a r e Jr) re s en t eve r.r.,1 e in t ie SO, bu t in One la la 3e 
7 A, 
T.( TIK1 )2 oiaina t es , in an o Lhor Uierriev, while 0 V CI of is 
both and_ t hereby cjives, union to tho soul 
ju st be cau se ojc/Ioc. t hat t 11 a .D.3-1iurL;e doe s 
7 r not fashion a circle of o v as ,A el 1 a of Tot %ire v and of 
r 
() ot TT- ( eV (257.25, 267.0f.). 
Proclu3 is careful to insist throu3'hout 
his e;:eL;esis o ar taIkin g of on 1.-)art c ula r c-i2o ci Yic 
r 
S LT 1 - Pp 4rAtt #./x7 thd soul of the or11.21. ( II .141.3f, 
14.2.9f, 158.3f., 2-11.3f, 200.1., 
Plut ar oh also sres s s this point ('do .ilni:Lae Pro cr "102zia 
Proolus is e, qua 1 ly emp hat ic about; t he igu rat iv e h ara ctor of 
thr3 vtlho le a c co Lint :3 110 ..J.1 arias us t h5.t e n 2i.u3US 
s-,)e aks o 1; '21() D 'di arse as spiiitìng th soul mt o parts , his 
words t no t :10 ad, us to c on c i ei ve of t he soul as a s o r t of 
-87 
e rod rule (KowL,165.29) or as e:tonded in .s ace ( faesfro4ToS 
163. 7 ) , or a sp lit u.2 into in t c;e ( 166 .9 ) or t he 0.:) iI 
r 
p r 
.Pr (3 r S it s itY vevcra ) 0 nJ 11 ts di visi on roue (-rf ) 
- this i nd e ed is th.-D p cu iar oÍ Liat3ria1 
a 
Id tur e," om 05 /fiAlqrs II . 2511 .7 ) j t as t lae circ le of 
the 0 t he r do es no t V S3 it s unity dest royed. by it s 
s ubd iv is i on into s even in o ir o ( III. 60 . 2 ) . hs soul. 
is t oncg continn us and d t ( IT .135 . 6 , 194 .17f . 
238 .12f . 246 . 17 ) , both .. allo.n.ad n.ulakb "401./.cS kfc 
otereAtoS , 11.233 .17 ) Tile to ediot 0± the soul is in fact 
A at one e a/7 eV/L(7T, K and ri.wpo-rf tFt ( 11. 238 .27 ) Zrom 
t his p o iii Of viv Proclus is in : , - T a p . p a thy Ai t h t iae Xeno c rat e an 
r 7 conception of ti soul a s an over°, keel' otter ,uov ( II. 135.9 ) , 
so :Lai' as it be im to san that thi-?, oul is a unity iia1e 
7 r 
p o ;I '7,4s t i a 1 -12--Ar t s (At/if? everre- 17 ) . Ho sympat hiz )s , 
v; ¡a on (-2, t o f t he Und iv id ed. and. 
the One and TTInfini3 DJality", cr 
4- 
_) 
Div id ea Aih 
r as t ilis ,da ans 
t ha t thú su1 i;7'3 a link. betss.n Vo a and 144 Or be t o en 
/ 
OC irfq (Ott, a nd not ere-1-y tiui t t .3 soul is an 
2 A 1 ordiiary Vitt I/A o ve iar K eft ( . 19C.) . I9 . 242 . 16f ) At.II. 
193.14f. Pr o cl us insists aain t t th:3 division of t soul 
is not .La t ri al or r ical or .1-a r t ic , bu t is 
7/ 
ss en t ly im:La terial A oS intD 11 ec t ua vo Feo5 , 
So azain at 11.245.23f. he urzes, in reply to "the clever 
ono s aiìonLst t he PriatsticsT, t het the " i113" ( revyA y ) 
-leant in i1iìaeusT 1»sscritioi of tn s ul I s creat ion a nd 
d iv is ion i not Ida ti ric.l or ist h....:1;lat is al bu t is al" 
-63 - 
, 7 p 
(.11 417S ) Xe ir,ao r L-:.; " j_ ( orTv/sto s ) 
P t 01 , '!'1° 1QU t; . ) , is no t t;ci c.! 
t nfl. 1jt (-) :ea 1_ 1..Lt u.o t h r2:ar a :LI 3iJ1ica1 "veil" 
( rfe -pc r 4:0,4A4e) . 1.13 s sp ir t , ii r rk,f,_ at II. 2-'L-9 f 
t t ul ::11-1.11C ;..; i':1 L, C 42 liTCrS ) be a f e, co 
oir u1,3 , .:312.3 h d U on 0 U o lye us in end 1 e s 
rdity ae" 0 y ) . cu.iy th oui i ithout o p e 
n 
, pix r e 
ad 1.7 i; or (a 7 st.Tf re, a(czIar TTh 3 ) 
27.3 . 27f. Pro ni at: a i n: fenc3 o 
:Idad Liy Ziri3tct le and repeats tha t thc scul is not a 113 gnitu e 
(,1A!tyf- ( o S . Jiafly, at II .284 .19 11-1,--3 p o t s (J13 t t hat P1 at 0 s 
o A n lang-u e a t 36o hois t ha t he di not iïend us to 
unía erst t dotails of t 110 syc L.,so ny 1 it or hovi 
, 
cati t113 CO '3.1 be raal ( ) ir cu. __a. r and y be Tpol: en of 
S OV3ll in t o " ifm -it'Ack f-urar ) the o r ld and at t 
LiL:) TJrap2inJ i ar o u " 'Fr Fe K.e ) ? r2be tj o 
cf1,_ rfl PrOC 111.S , co u: 17i) r ss the 
do ubl(3 eon° o.)1; ion of th,3 51 Cr .o.iiinipre se nee and of its 
r).Driority b d:j .ihic h lU arl Laa t s 
«e CULIC a) IrJ.'llat Proi]..us uìid.erstans by ths 
figur at ive. deWaile o± the fvire to vrfor when he turdns from the 
Sc.) ut s 0 cr roc to dis ous s its efvvop.FIS and, fvFelf140 at II. 
258.1f. ho s 012 S A/W44 , are exhibit e in the 
varions LIOtIOnS of t circle s o 'the s 01.11 Its 
7 / 
e Vttyti P el te ar ly to :no ,...-J 1 e L: e 
N 
175 y vuj arri o 
r 
1y et ion ( -re VITIMICeV -270 .2:3 ) 
P1a t 1fl fact sho s bJ 1OVi11e fC,-, 5511 uov s Other 
t h in fs; , ani IICETJ by E1-07Dr ehenci in it self it spprh ena s both 
-39 - 
hinL;s ante c d en t and t Einss i»os ri or t, it ( 280 .1 ) , for 
:al thin arc a it yv e.re "'rood." t soul ( 282 .32 ) . 
s s "rev o lut i on in .:.t " i iicat iv e ( 1 ) 
of Liao soul's s t ( ot:To Icr Clft) and. ( 2 ) of it s 
knovJ le d ( yVarrS ) o: it s3:1-f:' and o IL al 1 ols e ( 286.20f . ) 
1TovJ the s oul contains as hied_ia b tv,i ean the Undivided and. 
tuo D iv id od. o f the three ypter7 T. ins Sao ,and 
Other , and by virtu t Ic t e e it mo s their 
co u nte ar ts -bh ot ceittcel irrit and. At Fe! irTr e. ;L; 9 7 . 1/1 f ) , and 
this is what is .Lteant b t he 'a or d s ley 7-7 of V.( Kvl< e v? 
r 
-ire S tte v "vet urn Lac,. in a revo lu ti on to he rs " , at 
( , cf .311. 19 -Aristot , Proc1u juots the 
2 e or d. s 0 -I El' ed ocles, rerg pivy.ee yKrov 
All ,ed e , 1.1:a o S on to say, in fact cons in a 
r. 
c or r e nd on c ( OrAt o o ryS ) bo e en sub knni ana 
ob c t kno (29G .27) , in a 'Tr et ur n ruad t ion f7 
To Joy ye...id-may to TO ifyvw ark ozus vivV7287.2af 
He'c o comf,arte. 11 6 1 , roclu iarks that t he 
soul to c onc ist oí t rLiary yv7, of num be rs and 
harnionic »eo 1.3 or t ions , and Oí izur 0 S and var ions mot ions, 
- 
1:C1 order that :itay oonize in-' , harmony, iure 
and motion in all als e", E.1. El ....V ei 1 as II. 263.1, he re he says 
that the soul oí bi.. iord. contains ibhin it the onis or 
proportions ( oryer ) and into1ectuai oauss C vo Fc st "Thz 7 
of ali t hinLs in tua or1d.. 
Lor e .1-)a rbi f.-A2 lar 1 , how E-)vo r, 9rOC oeds Pr oc 
7 
the oir Cle of tie Sìa areind.Eì Osci3ia1i.Y 1, orpf-f cro t 
 01.76-10( anti r yv T , that t he 0 t he r rk-F- cry 
o creak nd TV ocrIa7r44 . 299 .11,23' ) . Jhat -Faculty, then, 
is a hie to distinuih b,:)131/1,-)en troy Torif and atliefroriv , since, 
as the oTheactetus" teaches us ( 185h ) , it is not possible, 
to _know and !:!-.L-) a a b the d if f e r en ce b e tvv e en the to vit1iout 
:now e d 0,9) o b o t e, errs hich st inL;u is Ile s thO 
r 9 f tti 0 0 0 M.': i t xaciy the erferte of own, , for it is 
CO Ld11.011 both t thj c L1.'01 Cs (Of. 2.:._1)5 ) , and this it is that 
make s thE2 soul d it s owl adze one and uniform and entitles 
us .to call the sf..-.T1 as a ,i1101 o "rat io nal" A °rites , 29 9.16-21 , 
cf.307.27). Indeed, v4hy are there not three KvIKAoti instead 
oi o, to co rr e sip ond with h t he three fro 'pie of the 5CJ . , 
male ss t here is r.-)n eiTcrior in both Kvriceior ( 306.12 ) ? And 
w reas the twO other Icy' KAI'? arhend inte and 
sdinsibles separately or in isolation ( trtjeyperve,is: , the /yet 
w hi c h is t he trurvotAtr f s a ur ifo n'a or unity 
know ledL ( Comfr tip ryas-7S, 2 ) . 
12ro c lu s 1 definition of t he soul is 
given at 111.25/1.13-19. uScul is an essence intoreciiate 
bete on real Bein and Bocominz, callipounded fro the 
into rme di ate gene ra divided int o essitia 1. nul-abe bound 
to the r by al 1_ the media, diaonicai1.T a). t 11 n a 
life bot h one and dual, and 'Aith a know:LLedse at once sinzle 
and twofold." In the o .; ir.1 conto.)-t, he discredits Aristotle' s 
d.:3finiti on of the soul as the "actual realization of a na.tura3. 
Organic b ody" on tie ,-rro und that it t s of 1.Tha t the so u.1 
is without de-ill-1in? what sou.1 itself is. 
taLin.L: tase four nt e rpr eta t ions of 
the psyobozony ( Ar ist ot le , Xeno r at es ,Jrant r, and Pr oc 1119 ) 
a 1 (, 'ifs it 1.1 ' o n word. s , a nd boarin in mind that 
Una iv i e, d and D iv id ea and 3a ana_ 0 t he r r ep r o s c.,,nt one and 
t he sao antithesis, '010 nay no to points. (1) It is 
c 1 ear , first of ail, t hat the, basic t ught und lyinL all 
o t he is t he L. raj pr nc iple t hat " like is know n by like 
Jic..ir azr e °Jaen. t on this point aìakes it auo re or loss certain 
that `A have here the, .-cey to the right afor ecia t ion of 
(2itaous account. ) i2he d. °scrip tion o f the Dam iurge as 
b 1 end inJ the c on t Lau° us and ti discrate into a third. 
substance, taken in c onjunc t ion .v4 it h Ariet Ot le 1 s ex:21 mat ion 
that in the " ima eus " the s ou I_ is conetructed. o f the Cro rite; 
at Once F_IuzEests a co rrosponden:ce uit }a the thought of the 
"Phi lebu s" ( 2,1-e .f ) , w he re fo o siiiar antithetic elements, 
f(.( S a na eirc-f fey , d. et e IIA inat j_011 and indet e inat ion, the 
criinat Pyt ha roan rro (Iwo( o± " t " are 1 i ise 
fused into a /caps or . (3 ) inaiij, when vie 
IL', 
2_ r °la era b e r u m ia e u. 1. is a IGh-centu ry Iyt;haoreen, it 
becoms fa irly clear that , as Professor 'iaylor mad_ nta ins , 
-the rro (p-7 of he, s oulT s co last i tut ion m ant i ono d by 
Aristotle are not , as XE,,no crab es plainly suppos ed. , the 
(York-Poe into wh. ich 21 at o `011a lYzed "worlds" o r "r um b ere" - 
t ho One an tue " Ind_ e fini te 1?,u,a 1 i y" , but the fu. nd_ alien t al 
/ 
Pythans or ean 0( e hiC r iot otle also is t incsu ishas in 
his ac co un t o t He Piatonic 7rOcy/tarer.c v z . , the --rcFee S 
7I 
and eira coy (cf. .L.:istotle, 936.a.17, 987b.20), 
and (;kiat the unda t i on o If the w ho le thought of the passage 
0 (-1 
4r, - 
is the Pythagorean (loctr i.ne of the aerivat ion -fi rot of the 
unit and t hen of t he series er 0, _ 01 "L t 
"Uni ,)d. i .C11 serves t o exiajn ttccuh e Wcture 
ViJ i 3h '2 iaoti represents t he D iur ;-7-e, as ;33rforrLíi. Pr oo 1,1 , 
s e iiav e alre ad y s e en , iflIOUCOS t 'he Píthaorean ',J.' .a t 
f 7/ --rf f K i .-: o enrEf ebV .. :'_i O his exfosition. And. as in the 
1 f 
:Zor..-a.u, iOil DI. li __,:-: soul tie riAtee re-rev arid t he fiFectfro si are 
9 / 
ci Tfair:y3_ ..:,,c1 into a third, ov orfot , so later ( 5261 ) ii e fird t 'r-,f4 t 
t d.0 tri ia a o r r .; orLii 
'71 
130 11IL) ¡flat; io 0 v Xf . (.4 for t ine, frz _In 3 a 
a 1 1 -3 a (-or fir( s .2o Lt SI' 1)TO 46 t U.1 
,cy.L t- 2aLti t TT 
on .72t i uL.1 ion a ns or 1.ta 
a _ ("3 
( 
7;111 C.; 1 '.; 7. 7. 




i " t -r-Z) /k..! if 0 ijidAl-..V NI 
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J ) 
.) 
o r 3L-L c11 Ci1 ¿ on no On 1"," 3et roys th Li S tinu ion 
L) on boo ins?: and .. subject :non , but in ef fe c t iakes 
th'p so al s 3XtOflSaT. Poc1us hiLl se 1 i" .arns us ajaias t 
t his error. Pi a. 1;0'2 words, say s I I . L3 . , usi not 
le ad u to retard t h3 ou 1 as a :ill. u_r e i s et hin:2; 
iiicOr.ora1 and s thin:j co rp o re al C Ty fe.cr cre-irA w ko 
ji.JpotT ff< IV) , as Eratosthenes E.,,upposed., or as a sort 0 , 
jojLJioa1 .nt y zdo up of a po inc, an a 1 , s ìvruí 
it for in mit ca se is such. a c tion 
o ible. s L5 , in ±ot, th it (2. 1 al .._ into !') -"tr, 
tho int3I)rter ECCO.:,ione to -.2.1 1 1 . it 1cad 
to r a rd. th,e, soul as its elf a uril2LI be " , and. 
V.4 hiCh 1i1:3iso vitiates -, an tn ,1 L This 1.)o lit is 
clearly S e en by P lut arch, o r am a rif.s that , Drantor' F4 
interp,Ditation that the soul is blended FF. TVS Vey Ty S 
fekf VS T-e TIC cro .1-re 11%) 1144 is not clear 
oA such a :a t e c v e rise tn soul Li o .re iai1 to 
anything else, since tI10 i1ioJ f.3 orld. itsol± and. all ts par t s 
c, o f into 11 le a nd corporeal ("ac niiìae Pro or. 
10 b . He say p the sale thing ain at op.cit. 10 2 r.7.-ia 
l'ilhat d ifferenc e" , he there s, "vd ill the ro be beti een 
the criin o f t hD world a nd. hat of the soul, i _both are 
co ns tructea out of aerial and inbiIigih1sT he sal e 
error roan -,-)e r s in the fr a (.11.en t a ry t re at ise callad the 
Loo ruts" , pro bab ly a pro au. ct ion of the :tirs 
century D , vJh re t He soul is s iilar1y dosc ri be d. as "-a 
blenft oi i vi j-) aria and. d. iv i :=A blo balm; " 95 e ) ; and. 
..g .i- 
az'aixi. in th`: rpr eta b idn of the Stoic Po»idonius, ose 
1Tïit ion of s OL? 1;.:t s i, rrfOrlii o rJ e ten ed in every 
. 
1414 
n A direc tic " ( oc 7bv cTrrfree f-rv v j is tantamount t 
iiiat e ,as Plu taro h remarhti ( 0.12. ci t .1023b } j In colir-ion 
;-.;i z;t bot h Xeno cr ," s and P., ,, , . , ,,,ti, ,. . t,.,.. :i os i ... ï11 L . , . L. a ., __ fur u tier 
t - 
tà 
+ .. c i '! Ú s r, t n; 1 t t1; :i' îï1 . '11íî i L s nor i ï1 ïlu:ii bers `" r n ; ei l, L.i._ ï., c.c . 
o Of _ J!1ú t:ï: a cu l t; Jr : I h l ch !anz-f,, b 1 o ,; the s 0121 _! :'i I11 j ud. aué: ï1 t s 
the f' ' tt l j 4l -' y` , L.-.L .o c_ on, . -., is _:.::1 i:) (,. out 11 .J l.i V ï 1 IJ ... i.1 Y E Ì ,Ì h i ' 1 . J ii .1. 1 -1 ft r , ... 
:3uïyi)os e L r1' 0lÿllt?ï1, b ic1, i7ii<a dï1.24t ion and suc h physical 
af1 =' c t ioils ",roc ' Jd ïr : .1 units , lines or s?L ïac e s s r 
1lJ [ ti r/ taL; ) . 
.(ha t t o iilean, the ï^e:.Lor í:, 1s 
L1v,1 'T t1-1 ,J n 1 its _ - Í_ lay.) r r structure > Lt. _ in J : ui a l: .L !L: te y''1 _Ì1 î s 
T , . .,,,.., - , f-c : -,r:i <-r, t' ÿ n, - J i -; t- .-.r,,= . 1, .T r :, a . into a o c v i : l'., Ü E i u u aiî . ....s.L. :- to ! ú.i. -.i_ make '......-.. 
up th,,,; different ob j :_;ct» :,1 Uh::; ca l. world. Hnd because 
there is such a correspondence between them, the soul is 
able to deal in its complex rental life both with the ver; 
tier S and th the 04fic.cTrkir pes , With the truths of 
exact science and. with the transitory objects of sense - 
perco_p úion. In virtue of its composit e nature, the soul 
by revolving upon it self" can formulate impr essions at 
once about the stable and about the mutab le, about the 
eternal and ab out the t auìporal. xet though the soul thus 
frames two different sets of judgements, it still remains a 
sing `le consciousness that can keep the two distinct instead 
O f confusing them. 'Phis, pe 'ha -':`S , is the pc in t t hat i'iiiaeus 
has ih. mind. vv hen he Thai.: e s the blend of the Und iv id ed. and 
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the Divided itself an ingredient in the divine chenils try. 
This at any rate was the interpretation of Proclus (11.299. 
i6f. ) , as we have seen. It was also that of Plutarch, who 
says trat GoJ made a blend of the Undivided and the Divided 
; (i.e. T'o Tef®v ®V6rd es o ) fol. the reception. of the 
c 1 
Same and the Other in order that th3 co,amon reason ( o KotvoS 
' rr , the one o o ) en.b 1 cd t o ..p . .ra t e   , ?'r or4 the many 
and the undivided from the divided by determinations and 
distinctions", and "in order that there might be produced 
C/ r 7 .1 
order in diversity" ( rv EV Aloft! YfviTar op.cit. 
1025e). The K I 4 ) t c 4 of o i F f e rrr o v and AA /iTo seems t 0 
d represent the unity to Yü hich l'duT iv and Tfeo*/ announce 
their independent judgements; and this faculty, because it is 
a combination o- both, is able, not only to keep the two 
. 
processes distinct, hut also , in virtue of the oc7,QaefarToV or 
7 
Tdv Ta v which it contains, to give a certain amount of clarity 
and deá:initude to the soul's empirical apprehension of sensible 
pheno mena. This, in fact, is what may:es possible the 
construction of a "likely" and intelligible, if provisional 
and progressive, doctrine about the nature and structure of 
the physical universe. 
CHAPTER VIII. 
l'H iä 1,16 Ail 11V CT' O.b' !L'HA 'MYTH" . 
:ide are no 'A in a position to c onsi der the general :meaning 
of the "taler' o-i Tima eus and to try to determine what is 
the positive doctrine. which he is at teinptinL to set forth 
amid all the fanciful ;9 ecorat ion of his discourse. Now 
throughout his account ' imaeus seems to -:geai of an 
historical croation in tilia. tie lays down at the outset 
t hat the world "has c e into be ing and has had a certain 
be innin:P," ( yr'yvvFV oc7' 'pie 75 T yes ace /oc Ever 
28b -cf.32c, 3413- ó -1r0TF F1®,ttfwVS (fvS 37a, 38b, 41a, 
e, c 
440, 51a, 52c) , and he concludes on the sarde note ( oiF 
r t 
kc l v / , is o-iw YF'Yovfv,92c). lie describes the soul as "the 
best of all things begotten" (37a), and he di stin'uisHes 
more than once between the eternal or that which is out of 
time al to get he, r, and the eve rla st in g in time . "Ono and only - 
begot ten this universe ? 1. s be colee, and. is, and ever shall '0.3" 
(31b). 'l'he soul_ of the universo "made beginning of her 
divine life of understanding, which continues without end for 
evermore" (36e). ''The nature of the intelligible living 
creature was eternal, but to attach eternity altogether to 
the begotten was impossible" (1rld.). "The pattern is existent 
for all eternity, but t iie ( ors the universe) has be come and 
is and shall be continually through al? tile" (38c). At 
48iß fi'liil eu.s undertakes to "investigate the very origin of 
the elements before the generation of the universe ",asserting 
u'4-0ldlaa.UOTqsern?:. ` u'),?rqnia) ajsuOTq.OTTt uno sqT TO uoTqeuTI.rI:T) 
eTq .tig suoTg o7 S rtT pt q..TG1LU00 pue p0 go oJTp pue 
uT uOT q uIITa aTÚuuJ qr g°nO qr gUalúJq qT `ttî¢ sTun TO SLTuGI?I Rq 
'au o T gr,x aTtrt; o oq pur qLT 0 IY'2LT1`1 qr p= 2LT TIM Z.3 q S J. O pun - o Ijo o 7 Je d 
Irlos o+qq. LT 7tim rng ;-uTuL'I,T..c'oq ..?'0 uTf Tao Rue aeAC? rIOLT 4T u 
pá4úTx e- oo tTcJOT p^.TOvZ g.T.z4 f'poo 2T;4 pur .=,UTpurqs,TGpun pO1.o ni 
,4nu.7 -Enos OT.7z a ' (eLio-['gTOCTo) f'q_.Turxo TTUn pur Anreq To 
pu 'Rpoq orno uOTT:T OTc.{ TO gno, ,,T07 q1-7TT -Ewa :;Trlq ;0 jou 
OZdtrrTs pue eJt1d Rpoq To gou .TaOTTT,Jr purr JOT; fy= po-Du 
'( q.T/TOZ H'J ooJa e'OIrTTU; op, `u^Jr rtnTd) ,onTrq.s r Jo g.ueurJr2 e 
Jo esnot, -e sTGTJeg ^_-u `gOOT,xc.; dtTzT pTUrzl opri ST3f2', 
quu n uoJT Trig ` q au sr U m uo.z.c O T.zr qou pro uoT Tra.zo 
STLT21ITeZG s°noLTa2o.T074ai1 TO Rclp^iTr oTgoruo 2uTgsTxO-oad L uoùrtl 
uuid puu Jc:pJG T0 uGTq_onpuTJ.2Cins ot¡g JoT.í'qr.T qnq `fuT.uqou ;ïo 
gí10 ;F-uTTT,q.Gt?tps ,.G u0T CnZo1i2 u '_ GLr. SF, ` _`}ti.`IlOtg f'et?g sne 
CI nt;q j:;uoT ôJ.G1, 2i;T, SGO.xOT GU.T;puL1ICi2q.uT'> TG pon Ro, 
uoT qruTpJo- oo ?IZg To °suas eu 4 uT Vag 4( ).ano at o JrolLo a.1t 
u2qsTXG-uou T snoT AGO; CT SM.', qt, aJO .zaTTTJOT TOgT 
au q. ST ss,OUohTqreJo uM7rnT, 170 .1,1: auT1LTp S2uSTn°uT(4..sTp g.t;ufin 
qt,T sRus aire-E7 r-nJT JaqTsT.A.,,, aL;q O,zat;.rV1 `Ogg?, u49Tt,c.TosliTO JoT 
`oq. el: a o , 4utlouy:LTn qou sr m uoT OUOO tá ions u°notf q) oZTuTu 
opt, LTOTq-e GJO uapp/TS o aS 11 T Ot,T UT `JeAO r.Gt, ` qou 
- aTT'tq LTT p%aOn To `'uTuuT "rr.Tu,oreq, O1120 1-nTp O114 
poc qs.r.e ptzn RZe° 4TuTTop `s-noT 4-}v rC ua.xot;u To uoar qn1d 
SqsTUOq-eGcT Jr)gT,'T Qnq , 1 °uTp,IaOOv 
pn) SuT-,q og.uT ammo esJ.eilTUn or! q. 2Jo,,T_oq TWA G `Sc.TngrLT 
q OU T q, S T p 08 Jï1" 9, 4 2GT T ut 00 pur a ord ,-i"?i? e,: Tog' út->m aa2T?4i1 4w,4 
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1003a, cf.Proclus.I.381.26f) . 
"Prima facie" this is what the la náuage of 
12iii1a eus seems to sug`,e st . tie t al.}:s quite unequivocally at 
30a arid 54af. of a pre:cosmical y,u r v__.c , and ho represents 
the activity of the Demiurgo as combinative rather than 
forlLia t iv:; - 0-VVE fr7 !'RTo ( 32b, É.34c , 53b, 690), cruvFKFe ard To 
( 35a, 37a, 68d), úvvFrFrc Tc r vE-TO ( 30b), 6'uvr-etcS (34c), 
A/v.( ("to Twv(35a), írvvieyocy áv (36e), o TvvrfTaes (30b, 
30c, 32c, 36d), ó v'vv V T--rZ (33d), ó V'tiviifxS (32c). The 
Dolriiurge "orderecl orth" ( i(FKóc9474-1, Ae ) the cosmos by 
"takiz, over" ( 7reecAKJówv,j0a, tPecac A,, ofuFV 68e) and 
"shaping" ( Irrclipry,uRTr(dTO 53b) mat:Jrials already existing, 
like a potter and his clay. The teacher o f the "Gorgias" 
( 503c.f6 and the ohi lo spher -sta te sma n of "Republic" VI (500d) 
aro conceived of as d oin,_2; much the saiii.e thin; with human 
nature ( cf .a1_so "Gra tylu.s" 388f., and Polit i cuU" 309c). 
Such a litoral interpretation of the "Timaeus" 
however, involves insuperable d7roerCr . Ai_though a 
"be,srinllint, in time" was read into the dialogue also by 
Aristotle ( cf.t'i<iet". t071a.37-1072a2, "do ao? on 279 , it 
was certainly not the traditional interpretation, for at 
the beginning of hi s essay "de Animas Procroatione in Plat Jnis 
'1'irlaeo" 11012b) Plutarch ac-`n.oaleages that his expo sii On 
contrary to that acce Aed by most Piatoniti ts and asks for 
^ that i ì assumes the pro :':ii s tenc e of indu l;ence on i:._zt
To d .4,croe.(AFs- in flat contradiction to the priority which 
Ti Leos gives to (iiI,i, (34c) . This emphasis on the precedence 
_99- 
of soul is of itself sul :icient to sho. that th, description 
of a i.'t.de "indigesta moles" once exiting unin±oried by mind 
is only symbolical. i_or, eo ve r, how can there have been a 
visible 4`wAtd before the universe came into being? Por 
aeus ilplies at ;t_ bc. that the cu?_it oi` being 4'c.,.rot-5 
c c 
K . c o t .c Tov .c 7 r To V T F is itself the r ..z su l t of u o d s s ig n 
and as such applies only to T o Yv Fvov . And llm aeus has 
no place in his physical doctrine :1:cr an arperce2t ible 
"matter". For him the whole physical world. is also the 
Q . sensible world., O e.czoS 7rToS TF as he asserts it at 28b. 
tie would have had no sympathy vr it h the distinction cf Locke 
bete een substance and qualities, esserne and appearance, 
although some such theory is .a ha t Archer-ti ind. actually tries 
to read. into the d.ialogue ( cf. Ar cher-t:Lind, Introduction p.32 - 
material objects "have no substantial existence, but are 
subjective affections of particular intelligences"). aven 
c r his V Ito ob or -R uydei pVFethfS , the spatial continuum, 
is no "substrat ",but is simply that in which the events a.i1d 
n 
processes of nature come to pass ( To fir sJ jYv F T1 l 5 UÚ 
r. )o 
. 
V i s o n t he mistaken id e a t ha t t he -rro d oX i s Ve lroK r- ,cc 
t 
that Aristotle' s criticism at "Ct.t:, l:i'an.et.lio:L'r." 329Z7-.13f. is 
based. Further, if there VJa, a disordered motion anterior to 
the creation of the cosmos, it must have been an event in time. 
.13ut the generation Of time is declare.d by ÿiriaettis to be 
synchronous ait h that of the ®jVc ilaS (38b); time is rerard ed 
simply as an equable succession marked. and .:ieasured. by the 
motions and ?criods of the planets, the óervr.c Xeovcou . +Thas 
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time cannot apart from events nor evaits apart frozi 
time, so that (1 cion cannot have taken I)lace when as 
yet there was no tLte, and (2) thare can never have been a 
completely empty and stationary time in which there was no 
motion. Aristotle himself , although he took the "Timaeus" 
literally, saw the contradiction involved_ in the ttgEuaeration 
of time in time" - cf."Physics",251b.17ff., "de Caelo" 279.280. 
Proclus comy,-Lents very frequently upon the 
ViOA of a Xeov rcl a' eh of the universe (which, it is 
orthy of notice, he ascribes at 1.276.31 to "many other 
, n 
Platoni.3ts" ot9/1Aor roAAor miv ina(n4vrKe4v- as well as 
to Plutarch and w Atticus, Aith hich cf. also re it'll), 
r I A '7,2 
irrNotrroCe kW KAI 
7PITT 
1Kov I 381.26, 384.4_, and. r Tirro, 
e 
1.391.7, iiI.L'1.12).He emphatically rejects it - IT or( go 
r . 
Ti.c.A0 ere ) rb /ay, 1.2825.23, A: øf75 yi.,,...-,..,5 rTetift ( /3c. 1:1° 
e , , , i .., q 
iv' 
ro s Korril Tipf AeOvritrr yetifeltfl I . `,3 2 ...., and o Koi;tAoS 
attacks it 'a ith many extremely acute arguments. First 
of all, he refers ai 1.283.27f. to "the remarkable 
supposition of Atticus " that the disorderly chaos ( 
Tr A ry.t A S . K.CAr (1,e7c4S glut) @IA( Fefoti) hich _Vimaeus talks 
of as preceding the world is unLiagotten, Ahile the world 
7 A 
itself is begotten "from time" ( oeir irf 00)4 Proclus 
objects: (1) - Plato at 28b says that vY,hat is sensible 
is begotten, and therefore, if 'v7ie understand by VI/71-vtr 
begot ten in time, the /rAr-Ac must be begotten in time. 
Atticus apparently got out of this impasse by saying that 
-re lirA fi is not now sons iblo or visible but Aas so 
before the creation of the world, and that when Plato talks 
( d-jiy/ww? Vor UT JO 4-e Gan s II 0 S0,11 q- S C.) T-1 
4 Ott S 'EM c2.111, o-qm eurf or s o e.T.1 s o ou o 
ao t\A OLI; ( ) ;O-[pT o../TuT quo o 4 Ott OIT PTP RU, Ì0T.1 9, 4 ITIT.P ;MT 
o 4. eq. 4 OTT c e iv\ uoT oa o :TT wv scprips), lie S 04 
16 
SuTuT equ 00 (3jaA 0 jQ .g !mans qs oTqq oAnu, LICIS O m put, 4 4 IT0J OUST 
Imo (I G11:4 1Z-is-no TAezd qsn7 op osio 'ss ouoT pT Su74.7 
eqq. eq eq pijto UOtO -p pT o e p (3."-n.T q OAt ouueo 
err c;,s 2 cmei PT 5:0 R4Tvi TuT us 7oal_ JT 72 4T UP pns o2anTure eu, 
OS T MJ 0T1 40 q_s :cm?, sRa ml go ( osaoATun aq e T ) 
S-4 TAT ; o*a OAT 7P, 0J0 ;TT T 2:0 40 ,P4 q0 0E17 P.' 4u on-F7 0 27 00 put- a ' 0 V00.10 
211"e MI 'e 7 Sn7 0T-7 'peqTa-oseld sT E.r4 st, 42uTuuTioun pu7a Tauaeq,o 
ST e2 anT nu a ell q ;1 ( ) sT sf true sT .gpo q e-qg sf.13uIr3 
ST In co 0117,9, 0 ,TO;E.)..T. TT :0T T.TT eAT sue oo ipoq OTT !.1 p-r_re 
eu, anti q. q 2-44 uoT4 0111:1 0 S 
0 OA TU'Ll C-r[1: Or To 111, OS ell o e.T- TT 3e AT or.ve-La () 017T OLT s 
o out r.; of. s trot', GIç; ITT 2uTI.T.T.TT q ti -e Tau, oAsu, o -e nT)", 
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and was t iere for e or e time imperfect. The Dc;illiui^ge 
Proclus continually insists, creates eternally and is an 
9 i e 
oCI OS v>rocrr-r-rS (c1.1I.195.1, 11.249.1, I1I.'7.22, cf. 
P lo t inu s"Enne ad" 11.9.8 ) . 
At I. 366.27f, Proclus advances further 
arguments aü:-'-ins t the cone -:1,ion of ÿ IC To Xf" v"" from 
the assumption that the Delsi iu.rge is good. Was the non- , r,.Zst ent3e 
of the universe, he asks, due to the Demiu,rge or to the 
disordered, condition of the "substrate" of the worlcl. (i.e. the 
7rdv oöov iv oFerev of 30a)? (1) If due to the Daiii urge, does 
this that He too did not exist eternally? That is an 
illegitimate and jejune hypothesis, and we must suppose instead 
that there .:aas a time Ahen the Demiurge was inactive. In 
this ca se , then, wa s the D:orli i ur ge unw i l l. ing or unable to 
create? If we adopt the first alternative, we shall inadvertently 
, be dtenTin; the D eJi1Urge s goodness, if the second, we must 
suppose that the Dem iu rge at one time lacks the power which at 
He possesses, CY l is Cv the time v ;:)o,s.3+..'etU, and -at ,., absurd. (? If Jhe
tiub etrate" was responsible, was it previously suited or 
unsuited to systematization? If suited, obTiQu.sly it was not 
it that stood in the way of creation. If unsuited, how did 
it become su. it ed :r Since it is unable to move itself, the 
impulse ,113.8 46 have come from the Dvn.iurge. If, then, the 
Demiurge Was good and wanted all things to become 1:12:e Himself, 
why did H e delay? I f the D.em i u r go is always ,:: o o d, do always 
wishes to d iffu s e good; and if a1.oav swishes t o diffuse 
good, He is always able to do so, since to desire what one 
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cannot attain is the Liark of the meanest natures(cf.III.213.3). 
But if the Demiurge was always able to communicate good, He 
always does so in actuality, else His power will be imperfect. 
And if Ho is always communicating good, the ¡world, is always 
coming int o being. 
At I. 391.4e, Proclus recapitulates the 
"reverend. conceptions" ( frfecrreew7 Vordst- ) of Porphyry 
in refutation of Atticus' assumptions that there are to 
eft distinct anl unbeg ot ten a rc, , God and "Mat te r' ), and, 
that this "Matter" was impelled by an irrational soul and was 
arran2;ed at a certain moment in time into a cosmos. Porphyry's 
arguments may be su]..,1;-:-Larized thus. (1) His objections to the 
fir st the sis, that G-od and "i,iatter" are both unbe, go tt en, are 
all reducible to one. I f two such diverse princ,,iple,s as 
God and "La t ter" asr oe in Uein unb eg ot ten , what accounts for 
their difference in nature ( (riffeea )? ',Thy does one tend to 
j2reserve, the other to destroy, or is one Liildutable and 
f 
the other mutable? '2'lere can only be one ot9 eXy and not many 
e te, 
,M14 y fr, o oek ocf ( 392 . a position ohich 
Porphyry supports by reference to Plato's enunciat ions in other 
works - "Republic", "Epistles", Philebus" and_ "Sooilist". (2) 
S I other thesis that the world had aube,ginnins in time" 
is di:,:redited. by a shrewd. argument similar to that which we 
hava already met cJith at 288.14f, the point of which is that 
if the essential nature of a cause or 4r71 consists in the 
communication OD: order, the cause as cause must be as ,.,uch 
dependent for its existence on the effects as the effects on the 
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cause; the cau.se cannot exist oithout simultaneous exi-stonce 
of tile effects. Unless God is imperfect and Dow er as 
Daidiur,..:0 is something _-;12.-pe,rvenion t. or adventitious r°3 , 
He m us t alw ays be c rE.,, at ing ) A fur t r argLL-dent ( &94.11 ) 
repeats that ivaia by Proclus at 336.27f. The absence at one 
tilde of order must Have b .)en the fault either of God, or of 
"Matter". It cannot have been due to the will of God, because 
He is always good an as such would always produce good. And 
if it as due to resistance on the part of "Latter", what 
overca..e its resistanc_)? T1_,) assumption of a pr-,---existent 
r state of disorder (orroc ) sira;-)ly a lo_ical or 
hypo th..:; t lc al ( Rot /4 g/ ) se Da ra t ion o ±orL and form 10 se 
intended to ' order which material thinzs enjoy and 
th..)ir dependence for this enjoyment on other sources. 
At 11.10,1.9 Proclus refdarks th,it the account 
e 
of the origin or yr-vcerS of the soul proves of itself the 
eternity of the i,-Jorld. For if yt've-cts is ascribed to things 
viii.,hout origin, (i.J. ou.1), obviously the Triffa-rs meant 
cannot be an actual origin in time. Purt her (11.118.28±'), 
soul, acording to Timaeus (34c), was originally Liade b the 
Demiurge "¡distress aril ruler" of the body, and thus to be 
. 
ruler ( afAriv) must be an essential attribute of soul. 
And. if this is essential ( KAT ovcrrotv ) and not merely 
accidental ( /Corsi 1'V/4i/-/J Kofs ) to soul, it i. resent 
to it. It cannot be present to it in potentiality ( vvOF-® ) 
only, else the soul will be imperfect. It must therefore be 
r 
present to it in actuality ( 11 ""(1 fl" ) , from iCh it 
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follows that the universe (or lather its body) , of which the 
soul is ruler, is co- existent with the soul. 
At III.37 .7f, Proclus points out that Timaeus t 
descl.i ition of "was" and "will be" as "forms of tir,le that 
have come into bein tt (¡ vvov reyoweie eve' 37e) involves 
the corollary (Fófí444) that, since tile ca le into being 
simultaneously with the universe, trwastt cannot have existed 
anterior to the creation of the universe. And if "was" did 
not exist before the universe, neither did motion (since, as 
. f " ,t Aristotle showed, motion is i,,irle end is r.laüe up of wds and 
"will ie ") . But if there was no motion before the universe 
came into bEint then tticus' unbegotten "much- noised 
irregular ',lotion" ( 7ro Ay O,v A yr 4- Treir,( ;s krv7RS) moving 
in alTd.krvi ióvvs carli.ot have existed either. The whole 
language about time - that "tine has come into being along 
with the universe, in order that, having come into being 
to nether, toc ether they ;,lay also be dissolved, should ever any 
dissollL ion of there come to pass's (38b) , shot/ s, says Proclus 
a little later (II.49 .29f ), that the universe is both 
unbegotten and indesructible. (I) If the universe has 
come into being (i.e. in the oruinary sense) , it has come 
into being in title. But if it has come into being jointly 
with time , it cannot have come into being in time , unless we 
are to suppose that time itself come into being in time, and' 
that there is 'ttime prior to time" ( Woo %fv'vtry Afc 'rt ) . 
(2) Every thing which is dissolved: is dissolved at a certain 
time( TtT ' ) . Now time cannot be dissolved in a part of 
itself and therefore can never be dissolved; and, since the 
universe is indissoluble as long as time is indissoluble, the 
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remain pe rpe tua 1 l the sale and pr e serve their appointed. 
sense ( cf.lI.96.3)? in this last objection Proclus is 
obviously cc.nfourd ira.g the cycles of the "Politicos" with 
the tJO Kv Kelor ascribed. to the world-soul in the t'T ilLiaeusxp, 
and ho actually ..lu.o tes 'ífiir:iaous" 36c. 1.1.1ha really v,alid. 
arL _yent is the first one. Thú hypothesis that the world is 
su b j:et to periodical and alternate half-cycles of yFvE-47s 
and /(e(ic'has no sup:!,'or other than that of the fanciful.. 
Qrphic "myth." which is related `tin play" in the "Politicos" 
and,, which i`' not intend-ed for science but is there put 
forwa-2d simply as an illustration of the statesman' ; function 
as `tsh.:;phc,rd" of the human flock. As a cos.-1oio ;ical doctrine 
it i:3 def ini tVly discount enanccd by the eternity in tine 
Ahich, as V4 e have already seen, wil.:aeu.s en12hat ically 
attributes to the world - 31b, 36c, 38c, cf .also 3 n c,3 3 a. 
it 'should., therefore, J : C u it e clear that 
"the 
- úht description of creation as an c,ctuÍ. event with a':i:i rst 
-:.oïïient`? is liot the real meaning of Ti.,Lueu.s, but i_v --)ut 
r 




rr..: ,r. , ,- clearness" c,tt ( Nd f YF-fdj rVFRCof iiaeÓGroe/icS) cr e csic.J __ l_.u r , 
as the earliest interpreters urul,erst.POd (cf.Plútarci-V-e Aniu_ao 
Pro cr. " lUléJa, Pric l us 1.200.3^-11 , Aristotle, ttd.e Caul0", 
379b, Plo c inu.s, "Ennead" IV. 3.4). 'ile ha 170 seen already 
,. the object - '' n' ',oiiìut:L'ißal analysis of the four that .. E. 0%. t Oÿ 11ï:iaï.U.,., " ti 
v 
.i.ïtlpedociean ,°k./Aii.g-rg, is sl!!1p1y to exhibit t:ie structure of 
the world. as the embodiment of rational plan. This should 
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indicate to u..s the real purport and significance of the 
Whole /uv Bos . The "Tilïlaeust" in all the miscellany of its 
contents and scimti Zic minutiae simply a luminous 
al ild symbolical way deelaring that the physical universe 
but not it:' on "raison ú.' n atre" lJUt is only explicable in 
terms of other more ulti,;:ìate factors. This is vvhat .k'roclus 
means :can he says t the b;L, in7i.i1,:2 of His t; 1'y that 
the d ialo Jue is un at ti',üìpt to shoGJ the suborcliïa-tion of 
f1f sae" f? the {_ ca , -. f e one.0 ;.a t o xlv r u e . >> 01; z causes o f te events o f 
(s / 9 nature ( er, Kve,s of T'.rr 7t.,v ¡weft ,/rvop N vwv I 7) .w . . 
e 9 Proclus himself reduces at 7rrwroveyor atr-riacr to three: 
( 1.) a t°ae,-iurgid' Lind, ( ::, ) an intelligible ,)attern, and 
(3) the Good, corrásponclln, respectively to the efficient 
( 
1 f rt ; typa 1 tr ( 7i Triiet cf.-, .r T / K / cause TO 7ro / j ït 9 'COY' ) . th,---.,, ; `i:i: cA1L, ú .
l! . / 
and the final ( Tm TY 'Kew ) - I. : .8 , 3.4 ; anc? vvcrT,et he 
1 
7 ,- ,, ( 1. ) :_Ú "understuff" or "substrate" ( 'rd divides int _, 
. iro k EuFmv, I.:". ., ì'J.w-oKII1/w(l tCI'S 3.23, i.e. the , 
! v r ® tirrodoxy -ro 7revórXrS ,3.1, though, as ',,Je have seen, the 
YY v7ro or`h i`, no t re ally a"subst ra te " ), and ( 2) the "forïïlt' ( r. 
Et 6.s , 3.16, Tò evvAov F-iroS 3.2, by which Pr oclu s 
pro bab ly ans t e ge oïil ot r ic al s t ruct ure of t he co rpus c.l_e s 
o i the four et e lelïlent s" ) . Though ro clu S f£jrl_a 1 or 
t'archetypaltt cause distinct fro:ca the final, virtually, as 
mont ioned ear 11 er, the two coalesce. 
In part icu lar, ï.phasis oï '.i'i=_?ao,us 
throughout is t i'YlinC_, in the form of a co.ilscl.ously- 
o.r : ing od u-oCZ. , is t he f or c at '3or.i_ be hind t he ex is t once 
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and fn. nc t ioninp.; and pro c ss s oJ nature. As Proc ius ns 
at 1.281.27 and 1.285.26, 'alien Plat o says that the world 
9 if I 
had an a e/ty , the moanin., as stated at 29e, is t hat the 
r 
IA or 1d is dependent on st supreme oteti, , the go o dne ss of 
God.. (.12his , as we sau , is the r eal point of the distinct ion 
9 r 
beto (,,en VoCS and 0( Vor if/Cy . Mechanical caus °stare not the 
real causes of the arrangeients of nature, but are simply 
sub ord That e though Lai i sp en s ab le pre,c ond i ti ons trus causa 
is alvvayy in the words of "Phaedo" (97d) , T1) fief feretf Kef 
To 5 F- f\ "Ff crre V . Arist ot le likewise insisted t ha t the Vd or king 
of nature is essentially teleologica.1, and that material causes 
are no t positive causas but are only ind ispensab le aids ( 
v To V (cFt.1; yxd Pow rt ov ovk .VU r cf. "Phys " 
192b 193a 28, 199b lb, "de Part.4nim.639b11), but uith 
this impor ta-nt difference, that he regarded t he design at vvork 
in nature no t as deliberate but rather as inst inctive and 
vihereas for t.12imaeus VovS as such belonEs to a 
cons cious and p :r so na tilik.; and the re can. be no such thing 
as -,ihat llodern .;)hilosophy v-vould call "de fa cto teleology" (cf. 
"Timauus" 37c) . ,re no tic:a the "youn: exorciing 
for etllou6ht and purposive inte ligence just their o,gri 
"Fat liar". In tact , tii distinct ion o3t een or Vq-or F-v 
r 
and 0 e or( revers is no L, alvJajs clearly .icpt cy L-daaus - 
46c, '-7a, 47b, 71a, 74b. 74.c, 7,1d, 750, 78b. At 71a we 
"p 
actually find the plural Fr 
 
o rt-s followed by the s 
A r 
Elr(410v es114 , as again er-er at 91a is followed by tf-os 
at 92a. he "young zod s" ara imitatinz t ha beneficent example 
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of their on Maker ( cf.112e, 69c, r71d) , ana so HD is the 
virtual cause of their intû lligent activity. r'', lt_Ü point of 
'ïiiriacus is to insist, as Socrates aces in th:: "I'hatedo`° (95b- 
`39d), that all.. the particulars of the universe are arranged 
"for the best", though they Lily not aLaays appear to be so 
and though vie see::: to meet always ,,aith an element of the 
incalculable. All the scientific dotails of his discourse 
are intcr>d ed to express this one truth. l'imaeus fe lt that 
"no astronomer can be an atheist". 
l'hu s in a ,Aay the dialogue serves as a 
t heodicy, as an attempt in i,s.11ton' s phrase, to "justify the 
, r God r men". God constru. ted these things to Gy,, of cc c .ze .
be as fair and as good as .possibl:::, fir.din.g them not so a- let 
this above all thin-rs be laid down as our consistent thesis" 
( 5bb ) . 1'he t rue rationale of t he 7-u orl d the 1K7' A'vco g-Tof T? 
(29e) oi: its existence:, is just the uncru.dgin,_; nature of clod, 
o hos e .Cstence consists not in self-cloistered and isolated. 
bliss, bu .t in the eternal and unselfish manifestation and 
realization of His o-Jn goodness. Sr, the ide ssage of 
Christianity is that God is Love infinite and self-giving, 
that "he that lovoth no .i:noweth not God; for God is Love" 
I . John IV. "_: ) . Actually the world is eternal both "a parte 
ante" and "a parta ,;)ost", but 'i'i_.laeus finds it convenient 
{v r`a . c Ct : a 1 the 1 11 T --, . I i for his ' ) Li :i 1 C t, t Q , a_: , 1..._ E:. cl b . l:ll 7. l ï7.: cì f  i 'J G:i' _ C li t; _ i, ,y_ 4J 
and to b e g in "a:, hyno the si" ua i t h an ant e1ilunda.ne state o f 
disorder out of Ahich tii7.i, "uor ld as God i,lade ib" has "ii1::;rgcd. 
Stript :J parobolical decoration, this is siirply a; .g p c 
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object of his thought, i.e,. to the universe (I.5.21i.-) 
P 'tat o s ipica1Lent o f aatbimatica1 and geoiietrical figures 
in t113 d °scrip ti on o f the sou.1' s constitution is similarly 
sagested. by the Pythagorean division of things into Vei Ter 
rfive , and fverrK4i ( 1.8 . ) while the 
introductory recapitulation of the first five booi:s of 
the "Republic " is it se, lf simply an illu.st rat ion of the 
Pythagorean Vos ow premising actual doctrine -a it la sim.ile 
and allegory ( 3.8). So again Plat o alone follows 
the Pyt Hag or eans in s ay inas. t ha t v erything which comes 
into being does so from a cause ( 1.262.10) , just as he 
agrees Aith t he m fur t he r in r eg a rd ing this cause as a 
611.4 I QJ efrof "apart from" the VI or ld (287.1) . "T 
as a Pythagorean, adhers to the principles of the 
Pythagoreans" (111.168.8). In these re fe rem es to 
Pythagorean doctrine Proclus is probably basin g his 
s tat Olden t s par t ly on the fir st -c entury Laa en Lo crus IT 7 
and par tly on the "Fragaents of Philoiaus11, fron hich 
he ouo tes , for instance, at 1.176.29. 
The V222 o Pythagoreanîs.ui ihich i2iiiaeus 
represents is clearly .:-.)ag,..fest ed. at 40d-41a, v,ihe re Timaeus 
covert ly rid joules an di sso ciates hims e lf from the 
theo&o.nical fancies and. extravagances of the Orphics and 
such sectaries. That his referenc e is to the Hesiod.ic and 
Orphic cosmogonies and not, as generally supposed, to 
the national cultus and -mythology of At hens, is proved, 
as Prof essCar Taylor point s out, by the figures :,]..entioned. 
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consequently all details of nature, aro so arran ue d because 
they a " i t i s best s h o u1d have su c h an arrangement" ®1,-r t 7 r/ 7, 7 C 7 (A Tr rTov dvT.c o TarS f-XrY E4'rtV t.j oéPF FxFI r 98a). 
Socrates in his, early days, as he himself records in the 
c"Phctedo" '95e-99d), had. inte-a.^est Od. himself in mt ural 
science - a fact which is borne out by Aris0ï)hanesi "Clouds" 
as '.'+e11 as by the familiarity with early cosmological 
theories Oilich is attributed to Socrates at, i`o r instance, 
"Lysis" 213 d..fF. fie had been particularly attracted by 
the doctrine of Anaxagoras, Jho had represented Vo Cs or 
Mind as the mot or--energy of the cosmos . Socrat es Aas 
chagrined., how ever, to find t hat Anaxagoras did. lit t lte :to 
uphold purposive government of the universe but had recourse 
instead to mechanical causes like %irs .-).nd ethers and Aaters 
art. many other a.b'surditiest' (98c). Hone the less Socrates 
did not abandon the idea of government by the ol/ocv fL- 
err 
Fov arud he tried to account for .this by what he humorously 
r n 
, , . "Forms". ,,_. called his cvTheos re1®vt , the theory of o.Llii ' . `i'he 
y"Tiiila, eus" se elilst ;: . o be a )tain attempt to supply what 
Socrates desid erated, the application to nature of the idea 
of lititelligent contrivance, and this again seems to be the 
reason ) 1-i.y Jato represents Tima eus as expo und ins a 
teleological cosmology in response to an appeal from _crates. 
ilo t¡only . horevc r, is the Ti,ia eus largely a 
comá!-Lentary upon the text of "Phaedo" 97-99, but it is obvious, 
further, that the presupposition underlying the whole 
discourse of 'l'11:ia+euS is the Úi?esis of "lis" X.893b--899c, 
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